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It is that time of the year once again when the circus

comes to town with all the attendant excitement to keep

you going for another year. This year the intellectual

excitement was evident as usual but was much less

than what one is normally accustomed to for this annual

event. The reason could be that there has been an

overdose of economic intellectual events like the GST

and the Note Banthat had kept the professionals, the

politicians and the people preoccupied leading to a

kind of a fatigue. Whatever be the reason it bodes well

for the budgetary process. The Budgetary process has

been so much hyped up over the years that it had

become surreal in one sense. In the proposed GST

regime there is little scope for the Finance Minister to

tinker with indirect taxes in a Budget. With direct taxes

also stabilising the unpredictability and secrecy

surrounding the Budget may become a thing of the

past. That is good news. This year, unlike in the past,

the context seemed to overshadow the content of the

Budget. There were one too many reasons for that.

The Budget came to be presented immediately after

the demonetisation exercise with people looking for

clues to see if the much touted Note Ban was a success

or a failure. Many in the media even had predicted

that the government would dole out goodies as a thank

you gesture to the people who had put up with such

enormous pain when the government was presumably

busy tracking black money hoarders. However, the

Budget was deafeningly silent on this issue except for

a few references here and there. Whether people were

disappointed on not getting princely sums credited their

accounts from the government or not they were truly

disappointed in not being able to make out what really

was achieved through their collective sacrifice. The

FM had some platitudes to offer for demonetisation

and some measured praise for the PM for having

undertaken this effort. He is counting on

demonetisation along with the proposed GST to

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

transform India, one of his key objectives of this year's

Budget. In one of the post Budget reactions an official

of the Finance Ministry also clearly stated that the

government would prefer to create assets with the

windfall obtained from demonetisation than distribute

goodies. Let us see if the government still holds the

same view in the Budget of 2019 just before the general

elections.

While analysing any Budget it is natural to refer to the

Economic Survey that precedes this exercise. The

Survey presented by the Chief Economic Advisor

(CEA) to the government had something new to offer

beyond dry numbers and boring statistics. The Survey

pegged the growth rate in GDP at 6.5% for the current

fiscal down from 7.6% recorded in the previous year.

Spurred perhaps by suggestions for distribution of part

of the gains of demonetisation through Jan Dhan

Accounts the Survey makes an interesting suggestion

in that it set in motion a discussion on the possibility of

a Universal Basic Income (UBI) Scheme. The concept

is not new but the timing to prop up the topic for

discussions is indeed important. Such measures are

favourite topics of discussions with the economists

across the world. The 'Economist' magazine has this

to say on this proposal "The idea of a cash payment

made to citizens irrespective of their wealth is centuries

old. It has become newly fashionable in some rich

countries, among both left-wing thinkers (who like its

redistributive aspects) and their right-wing foes (who

think it results in a less meddlesome state)". Poverty

alleviation in a developing country is not only a priority

for any government but a solemn obligation. In a

country riddled with corruption and pathological apathy

in governance the attractiveness of such a scheme

cannot be overstated. If you cannot rid the system of

corruption you do the next best thing. Rid the means

to be substituted by alternate ones to isolate the

corrupt. It is no secret that the PM and his advisors
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who were sworn opponents of the system of Direct

Benefit Transfer and Aadhar before the elections are

now ardent fans of the new way of eliminating the

middle men in the distribution of subsidies. Arvind

Subramanyan estimates that the money to fund a UBI

Scheme would come from scrapping 950 existing

inefficient, sloppy, leaky and corrupt subsidies. Today

all these subsidies account for roughly about 5% of

the GDP. The UBI is by no means an easy task to

implement nor is it easy to sell. But you cannot wish it

away any more. This is how the CEA had described

the Scheme - "a powerful idea whose time even if not

ripe for implementation is ripe for serious discussion."

The FM also on his part is not willing to dismiss this

proposal off-hand. Jaitley had this to say when

discussing the subject post Budget. According to him

Universal Basic Income Scheme can be a wonderful

idea once all the subsidies are eliminated and politics

in India matures. Considering Modi's penchant for risk

taking and the daring to embrace radical

transformations I, for one, will not dismiss it either.

Mahatma Gandhi is the flavour of the season. The CEA

moves the UBI Scheme as something that was dear

to Mahatma Gandhi. The FM on his part during the

Budget speech invoked the name of the father of the

nation repeatedly. Modi's love for this fellow Gujarati

is well known even if Gandhi belonged to the Congress

and even if his mentors in the RSS do not like what he

is saying when it comes to the Mahatma. Modi is trying

to appropriate both Gandhi and Patel to his own Party

to the discomfiture of the Congress hoping that the

name of the other stalwart from the triumvirate Nehru

would be sullied by his own progeny. Round one goes

to Modi.

I have no intention here of analysing the Budget. That

has been done threadbare and quite eloquently by

Team Bizsol as always. Again as always, let me touch

upon some aspects of the Budget beyond facts and

statistics. These days it is a daunting task to discuss a

Budget without branding it as 'big bang', 'path breaking',

'damp squib' and the like. I am also certain these

clichéd expressions are pre conceived by the Parties

before the Budget is even presented depending on

where they are sitting in the Parliament. Be that as it

may, let me take this opportunity to express my views

on what I heard and understood from the Budget.

First things first. The Budget looked more like a

conventional financial statement for a change. Incomes

and expenditures of the government were categorised

as revenues and capital, the way the accountants

normally do. Gone are the days of labouring and

wondering over plan and non-plan expenditures. One

thing is certain. As time goes by Modi will keep fiddling

with governance processes at least in style if not in

substance in order to stamp his name on these. Not

for him casual sound bites from the corridors of the

Parliament on the Budget to the media. He prefers,

true to his style, a pre-recorded analysis of the Budget

with his notes and teleprompters and all. Whether you

are a fan of Modi or not there is something you have

to accept as a fact. He knows how to sell a concept

and market an idea. How can his FM be behind? There

was one measure in the Budget that reflected the way

their thinking goes. Any benefit that is doled out should

positively affect as large a critical mass as possible to

be successful. When Jaitley announced that the rate

of Income Tax was being brought down from 30% to

the previously committed 25% to only MSME units with

an annual turnover of up to 50 Crores this year he

gave away very little but covered the maximum

possible in terms of numbers. Even by confining himself

to giving a reduction in tax to this category the FM

after sacrificing a little less than what you would

normally think, covered a population of 96% of

corporate entities! That is what I would call corporate

populism. Similar populist measure was in evidence

when Jaitley halved the income tax rate for the lowest

slab for individuals. He covered a large number of vocal

tax payers with relatively little sacrifice in revenues.

That is what I would call middle class populism.

Together the FM managed to create an articulate

advocacy group in support of his Budget. Looked at it

from this angle Jaitley's Budget, even if it may have

failed to embellish the headlines, had a number of

loaded messages below headlines. You normally look

only for the devil in the details in a Budget on the

assumption that there is no scope for seraphic logic in

the financial statement of a government. How untrue.

Talking of messages one would be failing in one's duty

if one fails to mention the most eloquent of them all.

The FM had a few important proposals to tackle political

corruption. Implementation of reforms in electoral

funding is sure to be arduous and tortuous. Jaitley has
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taken a definite step in the Budget. It is small in terms

of what needs to be done but big if you compare it with

what had been done in this regard in the past. By

limiting the amount of cash that can be given to a

political Party to ?2000 as donation corruption would

not be eliminated. But it would make the effort on the

part of the political parties to show anonymous

contributions ten times more cumbersome. Similarly

those who wish to donate anonymously to the political

Parties could do so through the proposed Electoral

Bonds. Even as these contributions are kept

anonymous the political Parties are forced account for

it. I thought that it was original thinking.

Back to the context once again. Proof of pudding is in

its eating. When the stock market went delirious with

a 486 points rally it looked as if the FM was getting a

thumps-up for his Budget proposals. Thumps-up it was

for a different reason. According to me it was more a

relief rally. The PM had been dropping broad hints that

everyone has to pay his or her fair share of taxes

including those who make money in the stock markets.

Those in the know promptly took it as a signal that

there would be hike in taxes on capital gains. That

was not to be. On the contrary there were some

welcome changes and rationalisations in this area with

a change of base year for long term capital gains and

a reduction in the holding period of assets to two years

from the present three. Before the Budget was

presented, with the GST on the anvil, experts were

unanimous in their view that Service Tax would be

hiked steeply. That did not happen. No wonder that

the relief rally in the markets indeed happened. For

the professional economists there was another reason

to cheer. There had been a chorus demanding big

investments to spur consumption and growth to kick-

start the sluggish economy without bothering about

fiscal deficit. FM made it a point to say that he could

have spent more unmindful of the fiscal deficit even

under the present FRBM Act. As a lawyer he should

know. But he knew better by restraining himself with

an acceptable fiscal deficit figure of 3.2% for the next

year followed by 3% each for the subsequent two

years. That is good news - prudence winning over

profligacy. I would put that as the overarching message

of this Budget if you indeed are looking for a clichéd

phrase to describe this Budget.

Thank you.

Venkat R. Venkitachalam
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CUSTOMS ACT 1962
New definitions has been added

• Beneficiary Owner as any person on whose behalf

the goods are being imported or exported or who

exercises effective control over the goods being

imported or exported

• international courier terminal" means any place

appointed under clause (f) of subsection (1) of

section 7 to be an international courier terminal;'

• foreign post office" means any post office

appointed under clause (e) of sub-section (1)of

section 7 to be a foreign post office

• Customs Station includes Foreign Post Office &

International Courier Terminals

• Manifest for arrival of vessels / aircraft / vehicles

/ Passengers to be made before arrival

• Common Advance Ruling Authority for Income

Tax, Central Excise, Customs & Service Tax.

Members of Revenue Service of Customs, Excise

& Service Tax can be the members on Advance

Ruling Authority

• Application fee of advance ruling has been

enhanced from Rs. 2500/- to Rs. 10,000/-

• Time limit has been extended for giving Advance

Ruling from 90 days to 180 days.

• No Unjust Enrichment for refund of excess duty

paid if its is apparent from Bill of Entry

• Bill of Entry has to be filed on very next working

day of arrival of vessel / aircraft

CUSTOMS Tariff
CHAPTER 8 : Vegetables, Fruits, Nuts, Etc

• BCD rate on Cashew nut, roasted, salted or

roasted and salted (20081910) is being increased

from 30% to 45%

CHAPTER 27 : Mineral fuels, Mineral oils, etc

• BCD Rate on Liquefied Natural Gas - LNG (2711

1100) has been reduced to 2.5% from 5%

CHAPTER 28 : Inorganic chemicals, Components
of Precious Metals

• BCD rate on "Clay 2 Powder (Alumax) 28182090

for use in ceramic substrate for catalytic

convertors" has been decreased from 7.5% to 5%

CHAPTER 29 : Organic Chemicals

• BCD rate for o-Xylene  29024100 has been

reduced from 2.5% to Nil

• BCD for Anthraquinone (29146100) or 2-Ethyl

Anthraquinone (29146990) for use in manufacture

of Hydrogen Peroxide has been reduced from

7.5% to 2.5%

• BCD rate for Purified Tereohthalic Acid (PTA),

Medium Quality Terephthalic Acid (MTA) and

Qualified Terephthalic Acid (QTA) (29173600) has

been reduced from 7.5% to 5%

CHAPTER 32 : Dyes, Colors, Paints, etc

• BCD rate on "Wattle extract" (3201200) and

Myrobalan Fruit Extract(3201 9020) has been

reduced from 7.5% to 2.5%

CHAPTER 34 : Soap and Organic surface actives,
Waxes, etc

• BCD rate has been decreased from 10% to 7.5%

for "Vinyl Polyethylene Glycol (3404200) for use

in manufacture of Poly Carboxylate Ether"

CHAPTER 38 &39 : Chemical and Plastic
products

• BCD rate has been decreased from 7.5% to 5%

for Catalyst (38159000) and Resin (3909 4090)

for use in the manufacture of cast components of

Wind Operated Electricity Generator.

• SAD on Catalyst and Resin used as above is

reduced from 4% from 0%

CHAPTER 54: Manmade filaments, textiles, etc

• BCD rate on "Monofilament yarn" (5404 1990) has

been reduced from 7.5% to 5%

CHAPTER 70 : Glass & Glassware

• BCD rate has been decreased from 5% to NIL for

"Solar tempered glass or solar tempered (anti-

BUDGET ANALYSIS 2017 - 18
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reflective coated) glass for use in manufacture of

solar cells/panels/modules"

CHAPTER 71 : Pearls & Precious stones

• CVD is being charged @ 12.5% from NIL for Silver

medallion, silver coins having content not below

99.9%, semi-manufactured from of silver and

articles of sliver

CHAPTER 72 : Iron & Steel

• BCD rate on "Hot rolled coils (7208) for use in

manufacture of welded tubes and pipes falling

under heading 7305 or 7306" has been reduced

from 12.5% to 10%

• BCD rate on "Co-polymer coated MS tapes /

stainless steel tapes for use in manufacture of

telecommunication grade optical fibres or optical

fibre cables" has been increased from NIL to 10%

• BCD rate on "Magnesium Oxide (MgO) coated

cold rolled steel coils 72251990 for use in

manufacture of cold rolled grain oriented steel

(CRGO) falling under 7225 11 00" has been

reduced from 10% to 5%

CHAPTER 75 : Nickel & Articles thereof

• BCD rate has been decreased from 2.5% to NIL

CHAPTER 84 : Machinery, Mechanical &
electrical/Electronic

• BCD on Reverse Osmosis (RO) element for

household type filters falling under tariff 84219900

is increased from 7.5% to 10%. However, all other

goods falling under 84219900 will attract BCD @

7.5%

• BCD has been reduced from 7.5% to 2.5% subject

to actual user condition Ball screws, Linear Motion

Guides and CNC Systems for use in the

manufacture of CNC Lathes (tariff items 8458 11

00, 8458 91 00), Machining Centres (tariff items

8457 10 10, 8457 10 20) or all types of CNC

machine tools falling under headings 8456 to

8463"

CHAPTER 84 : Machinery, Mechanical &
electrical/Electronic

• Basic Custom Duty (BCD), CVD ( by way of excise

duty exemption) and consequently SAD are being

exempted on miniaturized POS card reader for

MPOS (other than Mobile phone or Tablet

Computer)

• Basic Custom Duty (BCD), CVD (by way of excise

duty exemption) and consequently SAD are being

exempted on Micro ATMs as per standards

version 1.5.1, fingerprint reader/scanner, and Iris

Scanner

Imports through Post :

• Criteria for availing duty exemption has been

changed from duty base of Rs. 100 to CIF value

not more than Rs. 1000/- per consignment

Miscellaneous :

• Goods imported for Petroleum & coal bed

methane operations which are not required for

said purpose can be disposed on payment of

customs duties. Assessable value for the same

can be arrived after reducing the original value

maximum to the extent of 70%

• Limit of duty free import of eligible items for

manufacture of leather footwear  or synthetic

footwear or other leather products for use in the

manufacture of said goods for exports has been

increased from 3% to 5% of FOB value of Exports.

• BCD rate on all parts used for manufacture of LED

lights or fixtures for LED Lights have been reduced

to 5%

• BCD has been reduced from 10% / 7.5% on all

machinery for setting up of Fuel Cell Based

system for generation of power

• BCD has been reduced from 10% / 7.5% on all

machinery for systems operating on biogas or bio

methane product

Export Duty

• CHAPTER 26 : Ore, Slag and Ash

Tariff rate for Export duty levied on Other Aluminum

ores and concentrates (26060090) is prescribed @

30% and Effective rate is 15%

All goods, other than Other Aluminum ores and

concentrates attract "Nil" export duty
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CENTRAL EXCISE ACT 1944
• Common Advance Ruling Authority for Income

Tax, Central Excise, Customs & Service Tax.

Members of Revenue Service of Customs, Excise

& Service Tax can be the members on Advance

Ruling Authority

• Application fee of advance ruling has been

enhanced from Rs. 2500/- to Rs. 10,000/-

• Time limit has been extended for giving ruling from

90 days to 180 days.

• Even Co-Noticee to SCN also can approach to

Settlement Commission

Excise - Tax Rates

• CHAPTER 38 and 39 : Chemical and Plastic
Products

Excise duty is being exempted from 12.5% on

Catalyst (38159000) and Resin (39094090) for

used in Manufacture of Cast component of wind

operated electricity generator.

Excise duty on Membrane sheet and Tricot/

shaper (39211900) use in Reverse Osmosis is

reduced from 12.5 % to 6%.

• CHAPTER 70 : Glass & Glassware

Excise Duty exemption on Solar tempered glass

used in manufacture of solar equipment's has

been withdrawn and 6% concessional excise duty

rate is imposed.

Excise duty is being reduced from 12.5% to 6%

on parts/raw material used in manufacture of solar

tempered glass.

• CHAPTER 71 : Pearls and Precious Stones

Excise duty was exempted on waste and scrap

of precious metals or metals clad, strips, wires,

sheets, plates and foils of silver, articles of silver

jewellery, silver coins of purity 99.9% bearing a

brand name

Now Exemption is available subject to condition

of non-availment of Cenvat Credit on inputs, CG

and input services.

• CHAPTER 84 to 85 : Machinery - Mechanical
& Electrical/Electronic

Excise duty is exempted on Micro ATMs,

Fingerprints readers/Scanner, Iris Scanner and

parts, component thereof.

Excise duty is exempted on miniaturized POS and

parts, component thereof.

• CHAPTER 87 : Motor Vehicles, Trailers,
Tanks etc

Tariff rate is reduced from 27% to 12.5%, effective

duty continued @12.5%.

• Miscellaneous:

- 6% Excise duty is prescribed for all

Machinery required for Fuel cell based

system for generation of power.

- 6% Excise duty is prescribed for all

Machinery required for balance of systems

operating on bio gas/ bio methane /

byproduct hydrogen.

- 6% Excise duty is prescribed for LED driver

and Metal core printed circuit board for use

in the manufacture of LED lights and fixtures

or LED Lamps.

- All concessional excise duty valid till 30th

June 2017.

• CHAPTER 21 and 24 : Tobacco products

- Amendments involving change in the duty

rates which will come into effect immediately

S.

No.
Commodity

From To

A. Tobacco and Tobacco Products

1 Cigar and cheroots 12.5% or Rs. 3755 per thousand, 12.5% or Rs. 4006 per thousand,

whichever is higher whichever is higher

2 Cigarillos 12.5% or Rs. 3755 per thousand, 12.5% or Rs. 4006 per thousand,

whichever is higher whichever is higher

Rate of duty
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3 Cigarettes of tobacco Rs. 3755 per thousand Rs. 4006 per thousand

substitutes

4 Cigarillos of tobacco 12.5% or Rs. 3755 per thousand, 12.5% or Rs. 4006 per thousand,

substitutes whichever is higher whichever is higher

5 Others of tobacco 12.5% or Rs. 3755 per thousand, 12.5% or Rs. 4006 per thousand,

substitutes whichever is higher whichever is higher

CHAPTER 21 and 24 : Tobacco products

Amendments involving change in the duty rates - Other

S.

No.
Commodity

From To

A. Tobacco and Tobacco Products

1 Paper rolled biris - Rs. 21 per thousand Rs. 28 per thousand

Handmade

2 Paper rolled biris - Rs. 21 per thousand Rs. 78 per thousand

Machine made

CHAPTER 21 and 24 : Tobacco products

Amendments involving change in the duty rates which will come into effect immediately

Rate of duty

A. Tobacco and Tobacco Products

1 Non-filter Cigarettes of length not exceeding 65mm Rs.215 per thousand Rs.311 per thousand

2 Non-filter Cigarettes of length exceeding 65mm Rs.370 per thousand Rs.541 per thousand

but not exceeding 70mm

3 Filter Cigarettes of length not exceeding 65mm Rs.215 per thousand Rs.311 per thousand

4 Filter Cigarettes of length exceeding 65mm but not Rs.260 per thousand Rs.386 per thousand

exceeding 70mm

5 Filter Cigarettes of length exceeding 70mm but not Rs.370 per thousand Rs.541 per thousand

exceeding 75mm

6 Other Cigarettes Rs.560 per thousand Rs.811 per thousand

7 Chewing tobacco (including filter khaini) 10% 12%

8 Jarda scented tobacco 10% 12%

9 Pan Masala containing Tobacco (Gutkha) 10% 12%

CHAPTER 21 and 24 : Tobacco products

Amendments involving change in the duty rates - Other

S.

No.
Commodity

From To

Rate of duty
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EOU
Now clarification has been issued that notification

issued under section 5A will be applicable to goods

manufactured in EOU and cleared in DTA and not

applicable to inputs and RM procured (indigenously

or imported) and therefore EOU can also import RM

or inputs at concessional /NIL BCD, excise duty or CVD

or SAD under IGCRD or Central Excise (Removal of

Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty for Manufacture

of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2001 without following the

procedures under the said goods

CENVAT CREDIT RULES
Cenvat Credit Rules 2004 - Rule 6 (3D)

Explanation for reversal of Cenvat credit under rule 6

excludes value of services by way of extending

deposits, Loans, Interest etc.

Proviso has been inserted to exclude banking company

and a financial institution including a non-banking

financial company from its ambit.

Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 - Rule 10 (4)

New sub rule inserted to defined time frame of three

months for approval of transfer of Cenvat credit by

Principal Commissioner / Commissioner.

Further the time limit can be extended up to 6 months

on sufficient cause being shown and reasons to be

recorded in writing.

FINANCE ACT 1944

• Negative list excludes process which amounts to

manufacture excluding manufacture of alcohol for

human consumption being included in Mega

Exemption

• Common Advance Ruling Authority for Income

Tax, Central Excise, Customs & Service Tax.

Members of Revenue Service of Customs, Excise

& Service Tax can be the members on Advance

Ruling Authority

• Application fee of advance ruling has been

enhanced from Rs. 2500/- to Rs. 10,000/-

• Time limit has been extended for giving ruling from

90 days to 180 days.

• Even Co-Noticee to SCN also can approach to

Settlement Commission

Retrospective Amendments :

• No Service Tax on one time upfront amount by

any name (premium, salami, cost price,

development charge, where leasing is more than

30 years w.e.f. 1st June 2007 to 21st Sept 2016.

If already paid, refund can be obtained within 6

months from the date of receiving the assent of

the President

• No Service Tax on services provided by Army,

Naval and Air Force Group Insurance Funds

under Group Insurance Scheme w.e.f. 10th Sept

2004 to 1st Feb 2016. if already paid, refund can

be obtained within 6 months from the date of

receiving the assent of the President

• Value of land not to be included in the valuation

of Works Contract Service w.e.f. 19th April 2006.

S.

No.
Commodity

From To

Rate of duty

A. Pan Masala 6% 9%

B. Tobacco and Tobacco Products

1 Unmanufactured tobacco 4.20% 8.30%

• CHAPTER 31 : Fertilizers

Goods falling under chapter 3101 when used as fertilizer were exempt and now taxable @ 1%.
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• New Section 92CE - Secondary Adjustments -

adjustments in books of accounts of the assessee

and its associated enterprise to reflect effect on

allocation of profit due to primary adjustments

arising out of:

- Suomotu declaration by the assessee in his

return of income or

- Assessment by Assessing Officer and

accepted by the assesse or

- Advance pricing agreement entered into by

the assesse or

- Safe harbour rules or

- Resolution of an assessment by way of the

mutual agreement procedure under an

agreement entered into under section 90 or

90A.

• Removes the imbalance between cash account

and actual profit of the assessee.

• Required to be made if the amount of primary

adjustment exceeds Rs.1 crore.

• Applicable from Assessment year 2018-19.

• Excess money with associated enterprises arising

out of primary adjustment shall be deemed to be

an advance if not repatriated to India.

• Interest on such advance needs to be computed.

GAAR

BACKGROUND GAAR

• Supreme Court Judgement dated 20th January

2012 in case of Vodafone International Holdings

B.V. shares acquisition deal dated 11th February,

2007 with CGP Investments (Holdings) Ltd in

Cayman Islands for acquisition of controlling

interest in Hutchison Essar Limited:

- Sale of CGP share to Vodafone does not

amount to transfer of capital asset as per

Section 2(14)

- Authorities in India have no jurisdiction to tax

this offshore transaction

- Government should include its policy in law

and the tax treaties

- Section 9 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 has

to be given a literal interpretation and no "look

through" is permitted

• Foreign Investments in India:

- Legal Structure of the entity

- FDI Policy

- Direct Taxation

* Tax Treaties

* Capital Gains

* Transfer Pricing - Advance Pricing

Agreement / Safe Harbour Rules / Other

* Place of Effective Management

TRANSFER PRICING / GAAR / POEM BUDGET ANALYSIS 2017-18

TRANSFER PRICING

Specified Domestic Transactions Coverage - Report in Form 3CEB w.e.f. AY 2013-14 if the aggregate of

transactions exceeds Rs.5 crores

Particulars Current Proposed

Transactions involving payments covered under Section 40A(2)(b) 3 7

Transaction referred to in section 80A 3 3

Transfer of goods or services under Section 80-IA(8) 3 3

Transactions with person referred to in Section 80-IA(10) 3 3

Transactions referred in other section under Chapter VI-A / Section 10AA

to which provisions of Section 80-IA(8) or 80-IA(10) apply 3 3

Any other transaction as may be prescribed 3 3
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* General Anti Avoidance Rule / Specific

Anti-Avoidance Rules

- Indirect Taxation - Special Valuation Branch

(Customs)

UNDERSTANDING GAAR

• Introduced in Budget 2012 by then Finance

Minister, Pranab Mukherjee

• Implementation deferred by 2 years during the

2015 Budget presentation, by Finance Minister

Arun Jaitley

• Will be implemented w.e.f. 1st April, 2017 (i.e. AY

2018-19)

• Applicable Provisions Chapter XA - Section 95 to

Section 102

• GAAR - 5Ws with a H

- What is GAAR?

- Why is it needed?

- Who is impacted?

- When is it applicable?

- Where is it applicable?

- How will it be implemented?

• General anti-avoidance rule (GAAR) - substance

should be preferred over the legal form while

interpreting the tax legislation

• GAAR helps determine:

- whether an arrangement is an impermissible

avoidance arrangement

- consequence in relation to tax arising

therefrom

IMPERMISSIBLE AVOIDANCE AGREEMENT

• An arrangement may be declared as an

Impermissible Avoidance Agreement when:

- Main purpose is to obtain a tax benefit

- Contains any of the following tainted

elements

* creates rights, or obligations, which are

not ordinarily created between persons

dealing at arm's length

* results, directly or indirectly, in the

misuse, or abuse, of the provisions of

this Act

* lacks commercial substance or is

deemed to lack commercial substance

in whole or in part

* is carried out by means / in a manner

not ordinarily employed for bona fide

purposes

- Even if part of the arrangement is to obtain

a tax benefit unless it is proved to the

contrary

COMMERCIAL SUBTANCE

• An arrangement shall be deemed to lack

commercial substance if:

- substance or effect of the arrangement is

inconsistent / differs significantly with the

form of its individual steps or a part

- it involves or includes:

* round trip financing

* an accommodating party

* elements that have effect of offsetting

or cancelling each other

* a transaction which is conducted

through one or more persons and

disguises the value, location, source,

ownership or control of funds which is

the subject matter of such transaction

- it involves the location of an asset or of a

transaction or of the place of residence of

any party which is without any substantial

commercial purpose, except for tax benefit

to a party

- it does not have a significant effect upon the

business risks or net cash flows of any party

to the arrangement, except for tax benefit to

a party

GAAR - DRAFT GUIDELINES

• Draft Guidelines issued for implementation of the

GAAR provisions as specified in law:

- Monetary Threshold for invoking GAAR

- Prescribed statutory forms for Assessing

Officer to make a reference to the

Commissioner , Commissioner to make a

reference to the Approving Panel,

Commissioner to return the reference to the

Assessing Officer
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- Time limits during which the various actions

under the GAAR provisions are to be

completed

- Recommendations regarding setting up of

the Approving Panel

- Recommendations for the Circular on GAAR

explaining:

* Provisions of GAAR

* Special provisions for Foreign

Institutional Investors,

* Clarity regarding retrospective /

prospective operations of the GAAR

provisions

* Interplay between Specific Anti-

Avoidance Rules (SAAR) and General

Anti-Avoidance Rules (GAAR) and such

other issues.

- Tax Avoidance / Tax Evasion / Tax Mitigation

RECENT CLARIFICATIONS ON GAAR

• GAAR will not interplay with right of taxpayer to

select or chose method of implementing a

transaction

• Provisions of GAAR and SAAR (Specific Anti

Avoidance Rules) Provisions can co-exist

• Grandfathering:

- Available to compulsorily convertible

debentures, compulsorily convertible

preference shares, foreign currency

convertible bonds, global depository

receipts, bonus issuances or split /

consolidation of holdings in respect of

investments made prior to 1st April 2017 in

the hands of same investor

- Not applicable to Lease contracts / loan

arrangements as they do not qualify as

investments as per Accounting Standard

• Proposal to apply GAAR will be vetted first by the

Principal Commissioner of Income Tax /

Commissioner of Income Tax and at the second

stage by an Approving Panel headed by a judge

of High Court. Adequate procedural safeguards

are in place to ensure that GAAR is invoked in a

uniform, fair and rational manner

• Period of time for which an arrangement exists is

only a relevant factor and not a sufficient factor to

determine whether an arrangement lacks

commercial substance

• Assessment of notional income / disallowance of

real expenditure covered in an arrangement under

Section 96 will attract GAAR provisions

• GAAR will not be invoked under following

situations:

- If the jurisdiction of Foreign Portforlio investor

is finalized based on non-tax commercial

considerations and the main purpose of the

arrangement is not to obtain tax benefit

- If a case avoidance is sufficiently addressed

by Limitation of Benefits (LOB) in the Treaty

- if an arrangement is held as permissible by

the Authority for Advance Rulings

- If at the time of sanctioning an arrangement,

the Court has explicitly and adequately

considered the tax implications

- Admissibility of claim under treaty or

domestic law in different years is not to be

determined through GAAR provisions

- If an arrangement has been held to be

permissible in one year by the PCIT / CIT /

Approving Panel and the facts and

circumstances remain the same, GAAR will

not be invoked for that arrangement in a

subsequent year

• If a particular consequence is applied in the hands

of one of the participants as a result of GAAR,

corresponding adjustment in hands of other

participant will not be made

• GAAR is w.r.t. an arrangement or part of the

arrangement and limit of Rs.3 crores cannot be

read in respect of a single taxpayer. Tax benefit

enjoyed in an assessment year in Indian

Jurisdiction will be examined

• No blanket exemption from penalty proceedings

for 5 years can be granted and the same will

depend on facts and circumstances of the case

POEM

Why POEM?

• The concept of Place of Effective Management

(POEM) is used to determine a foreign Company's

Residential Status.
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• Importance of POEM

- Taxability of Income generated outside India

- Tax Compliances

- Applicability of provision of Income Tax Act

as well as Black Money Law

• 'Place of effective management' (POEM) is an

internationally recognised test for determination

of residence of a company incorporated in a

foreign jurisdiction.

RESIDENTIAL STATUS - COMPANY

• Resident in India - Section 6(3)

- Less than 50% of total number of employees

are situated in India or are resident in India.

- The payroll expenses incurred on such

employees is less than 50% of its total payroll

expenditure.

• Average of the data of the previous year and two

years prior to that shall be taken into account for

determining active business outside India (or

shorter period as applicable)

• POEM for company engaged in active business

outside India shall be presumed to be outside

India if the majority meetings of the board of

directors of the company are held outside India

• Two stage process:

- identification or ascertaining the person or

persons who actually make the key

management and commercial decision for

conduct of the company's business as a

whole

- determination of place where these decisions

are in fact being made

• POEM will be determined based on primary

factors:

- location where a company's Board regularly

meets and makes decisions

- If Board delegates authority to one or more

Committees, location where the members of

the executive committee are based and

where that committee develops and

formulates the key strategies and policies

- location of a company's head office

* if single location, place where senior

management and their staff are based

* if decentralized, then place where

senior management is predominantly

based / normally return to post their

travel / meet when formulating

strategies, policies

* Other situations - location where the

highest level of management and their

direct support staff are located

- place where the directors or the persons

taking the decisions or majority of them

usually reside may also be a relevant factor

considering use of modern technology

• Place of effective management: place where key

management and commercial decisions

necessary for the conduct of the business of an

entity as a whole are, in substance, made

• Amended definition effective from AY 2017-18 i.e.

1st April 2017.

• Tax treaties recognise the concept POEM for

determination of residence of a company to avoid

double taxation

POEM - ACTIVE BUSINESS OUTSIDE INDIA

• Guiding principles dated 24th January, 2017 are

issued for determining the place of effective

management

• Substance would be conclusive rather than the

form

• Companies will be treated as engaged in active

business outside India if:

- Passive income (Income from specified

transaction with associate enterprise) is not

more than 50% of its total income.

- Less than 50% of its total assets are situated

in India.

Particulars Prior to amendment
Post amendment -
Finance Act 2015

Company is said to

be resident in India

in any previous year

if:

• I t  is  an Indian

company

• Control and man-

agement of its af-

fairs is situated

whol ly  in India

during that year

• I t  is  an Indian

company

• Its place of effec-

tive management

in that year is in

India
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- In case of circular resolution or round robin

voting, place of location of the person who

has the authority and who exercises the

authority to take decisions

- Decisions made by shareholder on matters

which are reserved for them are not relevant

for determination of POEM

- If shareholder's involvement turn into

effective management, to be determined on

case to case basis

- day to day routine operational decisions not

relevant for POEM

- If same person is responsible for the key

management and commercial decision,

distinguish the two type of decisions and then

assess location where the key management

and commercial decisions are taken

• Secondary factors for determining POEM

- Place where main and substantial activity of

the company is carried out

- Place where the accounting records of the

company are kept

• If POEM is in India and also outside India, POEM

shall be presumed to be in India if it has been

mainly / predominantly in India

• Prior approval of the Principal Commissioner or

the Commissioner is required for initiating any

proceeding by AO.

• If AO proposes to hold a company incorporated

outside India as resident in India based on POEM,

prior approval of the collegium of three members

consisting of the Principal Commissioners or the

Commissioners is required.

Income Tax
Change in Tax Rates

INCOME (INR) Existing Rate Proposed Rate

Up to Rs. 2,50,000 NIL NIL

2,50,000 to 500,000 10% 5%

5,00,001 to 10,00,000 20% 20%

10,00,000 and above 30% 30%

• Rebate reduced to INR 2,500 for to assesseupto

income of INR 3.50 lacs.

• Basic Exemption limit remains unchanged -

However, zero tax liability for assesse having

income upto INR 3.00 Lacs.

• Surcharge:

- Newly Introduced: 10% on total income

exceeding INR 50 lacs but not exceeding

INR 1 Crore

- Existing Continued: 15% on total income

exceeding INR 1 Crore

• Corporate rates for domestic companies reduced

from 30% to 25% provided total turnover or gross

receipts in previous year 2015-16 does not

exceed INR 50 Crores.

• Revised Rates (Including Surcharge & Cess):

Income Existing Rate Proposed Rate

Net Income does not

exceed INR 1 Crore 30.9 25.75

Net Income is between

INR 1 Crore to 10 Crore 33.06 27.55

Net Income Exceeds

INR 10 Crore 34.61 28.84

Filing of Return

• The time for furnishing of revised return shall be

available upto the end of the relevant assessment

year or before the completion of assessment,

whichever is earlier. (Currently revised return can

be filed within 1 year from the end of AY)

• Fees for delayed filing of the return for AY 2018-

19 onward (New section 234F)

a. Rs. 5,000 if return is filed after due date but

on or before 31st Dec of AY

b. Rs. 10,000 in any other case

c. In case of income upto Rs. 5.00 lacs, fees

not exceeding Rs. 1000/-

d. Sec 271F penalty for failure to furnish the

return shall not apply from AY 2018-19

onwards

• Rationalization of time limits for revising returns

and finalizing the return

Assessment order under Section 143 or 144:

- For AY 2018-19, time limit reduced from 21

months to 18 months from the end of the AY
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* For AY 2019-20 onwards time limit shall be

12 months

Search and Seizure

• In order to maintain the confidentiality & sensitivity

of the search & seizure, explanation has been

added so that the investigating officer will not

be required to be disclose to any person

including Appellate Tribunal "the reasons

behind undertaking search".

• This explanation has been inserted retrospectively

to avoid mischief through RTI or any other means.

• Authority of provisional attachment is proposed

during search & seizure proceeding for reasons

to be recorded in writing for protecting the interest

of revenue.

• The maximum period for the provisional

attachment is proposed to be 6 months.

• Within 60 days, from the date on which the last of

the authorizations for search was executed a

reference to Valuation officer who shall estimate

fair market value of property.

• Survey can be conducted at any place at which

an activity for charitable purpose is carried on.

TDS

Section Proposed Amendment

194-IB TDS @ 5% needs to be deducted on rent

paid by Individual / HUF in excess of Rs

50,000 per month. (For assesse to whom

audit is not applicable u/s 44 AB)

No need to obtain TAN and file TDS

return by the deductee.

Deduction & Payment of TDS can be

made in last month.

194-IC TDS @ 10% will be required to be

deducted in case of payment /

compensation made as per Joint

Development Agreement.

194J In case of payments made to Call Centre,

TDS will be required deducted @ 2%

instead of 10%.

194LA As income tax is exempted in case the

compensation has been paid under Right

to Fair Compensation and Transparency

in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and

Resettlement Act, 2013, the requirement

of TDS to deducted has been removed.

194LC • Concessional rate of 5% TDS on

interest on ECB extended to

borrowings made upto 1st July 2020.

• Benefit is extended to Rupee

Denomination Bonds issued outside

India upto 1st July 2020..

197A In the case of Individuals and HUFs

eligible for filing self-declaration in Form

No. 15G/15H for non-deduction of tax at

source in respect insurance commission

referred to in section 194D.

206C • TCS for Jewellary need not be

collected for cash payment made

above Rs. 500000/- as from now

onwards cash payment above Rs.

300000/- is not permitted.

• No TCS will be required to be

deducted on sale of vehicle to

Government, Local authorities &

Public Sector companies.

206CC In case of non-furnishing of PAN by

deductee, Higher TCS i.e. twice the rate

specified or 5% whichever is higher

needs to be collected.

244A In case of deductor is eligible for refund

in case of excess payment then he is

entitled for simple interest @ 1.5% per

month.

House Property

Restriction on set-off of loss from House property:

• Set-off of loss under the head "Income from house

property" against any other head of income shall

be restricted to two lakh rupees for any

assessment year.

• The unabsorbed loss shall be allowed to be

carried forward for set-off in subsequent years in

accordance with the existing provisions of the Act.

• Effective from 1st April 2018 and will, accordingly

apply in relation to assessment year 2018-19 and

subsequent years.
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Real Estate

• In case of real estate developers, Notional Income

to be considered only after one year from the

completion certificate to enable real estate

developers to liquidate their inventory.

• With a view to promote the real-estate sector, it

is proposed to amend section 2(42A) of the Act

so as to reduce the period of holding from the

existing 36 months to 24 months in case of

immovable property

Affordable Housing:

• The existing provisions of section 80-IBA provides

for 100% deduction in respect of the profits and

gains derived from developing and building certain

housing projects subject to specified conditions.

Relaxation for claiming deduction:

• The size of residential unit shall be measured by

taking into account the "carpet area" as defined

in Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act,

2016 and not the "built-up area".

• The restriction of 30 square meters on the size of

residential units shall not apply to the place

located within a distance of 25 kms from the

municipal limits of the Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata or

Mumbai.

• The condition of period of completion of project

for claiming deduction under this section shall be

increased from existing three years to five years

Joint Development Agreement:

• In case of Joint Development Agreement (JDA),

the land owner was tax in the year of execution

of JDA.

• Amendment has been proposed in Sec 45 where

in capital gain in the hands of the Land Owner

will be chargeable to Income Tax in the year in

which the completion certificate of the project is

issued by the competent authority.

- A. Stamp duty value as increased by the

monetary consideration shall be deemed to

be the full value of consideration.

- B. Provisions will not be applicable with the

land owner transfers his share before the

issuance of certificate of completion.

Capital Gains

• Sec 10 (38) is proposed to be amended to ensure

continuation of exemption benefit on transfer of

long term capital asset, being listed equity shares,

on which Securities Transaction Tax could not be

paid due to Genuine Reasons such as IPO, FPO,

bonus etc. such cases will be notified.

• Base year of Computation for cost of acquisition

proposed to be amended to April 1, 2001 from

the existing April 1, 1981.

• Scope of Section 54EC Proposed to be expanded

by includingany bond redeemable after 3 years

which has been notified by the Central

Government.

• On similar lines as existing in case of determining

the value of immovable property in Sec 50C -

– Sec 50CA is proposed to be inserted to deem

fair market value, as may be prescribed, as

full value of consideration, in case of transfer

of shares in company (other than quoted

shares), if the consideration is less than Fair

Market value.

Start-Ups

• Proposal to Amend Sec 79 w.e.f 1st April 2018

- For the purpose of carry forward of losses in

respect of such start-ups, the condition of

continuous holding of 51% of voting rights

has been relaxed subject to condition that

the holding of original promoter / promoters

continues.

• Extending the Period for claiming the deduction

by Start-ups w.e.f. 1st April 2018

- 100% deduction of profits are available for 3

years out of 5 years changed to 3 years out

of 7 years.

Minimum Alternate tax (Sec 115JAA)

• It is proposed to amend section 115JAA to provide

that the tax credit determined under this section

can be carried forward up to fifteenth

assessment years instead of ten AY

immediately succeeding the assessment years

in which such tax credit becomes allowable.

• Similar amendment is proposed in section 115JD

so as to allow carry forward of Alternate Minimum
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Tax (AMT) paid under section 115JC up to

fifteenth assessment yearsinstead of ten AY

in case of non-corporate assesse.

Income of SEZ- Sec 10AA

Rationalisation of provisions of Section 10AA:

• Under existing provision, deduction is allowed

from the total income of an assesse, in respect of

profits and gains from his Unit operating in SEZ,

subject to fulfilment of certain conditions.

• Courts have taken a view (while deciding the

matter pertaining to section 10A which also

contains similar provision) that the deduction is

to be allowed from the total income of the

undertaking and not from the total income of the

assesse.

• It is proposed to clarify that the amount of

deduction referred to in section 10AA shall be

allowed from the total income of the assesse

computed in accordance with the provisions of

the Act before giving effect to the provisions of

the section 10AA and the deduction under section

10AA in no case shall exceed the said total

income.

Bad & Doubtful Debt

Increase in deduction limit in respect of provision

for bad and doubtful debts:

• In order to strengthen the financial position of the

entities specified in the sub-clause (a) of section

36(1) (viia) of the Act, a scheduled bank(not being

a bank incorporated by or under the laws of a

country outside India) or a non-scheduled bank

or a co-operative bank other than a primary

agricultural credit society or a primary co-

operative agricultural and rural development

bank it is proposed to amend the said sub-

clause to enhance the present limit from seven

and one-half per cent. to eight and one-half

per cent of the amount of the total income.

Digital Economy

• No deduction shall be allowed under the section

80G in respect of donation of any sum exceeding

two thousand rupees unless such sum is paid by

any mode other than cash.

• Payment u/s 43: Where an assessee incurs any

expenditure for acquisition of any asset in respect

which a payment or aggregate of payments made

to a person in a day, otherwise than by an account

payee cheque drawn on a bank or account payee

bank draft or use of electronic clearing system

through a bank account,exceeds ten thousand

rupees, such expenditure shall be ignored for the

purposes of determination of actual cost of such

asset.

• Payment u/s 35AD:Any expenditure in respect

of which payment or aggregate of payments made

to a person in a day, otherwise than by an account

payee cheque drawn on a bank or an account

payee bank draft or use of electronic clearing

system through a bank account, exceeds ten

thousand rupees,no deduction shall be allowed

in respect of such expenditure.

Amendment in Sec 40A (3) ( Cash Payment):

• Any payment in cash above ten thousand

rupees (Currently Rs. 20,000) to a person in a

day, shall not be allowed as deduction in

computation of Income from "Profits and gains of

business or profession"

• Deeming a payment as profits and gains of

business of profession if the expenditure is

incurred in a particular year but the cash payment

is made in any subsequent year of a sum

exceeding ten thousand rupees to a person in a

single day.

Measures for promoting digital payments in case

of small unorganized businesses (Sec 44AD -

Presumptive Taxation):

• Presumptive income u/s 44AD proposed to be

amended to deemed total income as 6% of total

turnover or gross receipts which does not exceed

INR 2 Crore, if received in any digital manner,

otherwise it will continue to 8%.

• Audit shall not be applicable to assesse to whom

Sec 44AD is applicable.

Cash Transaction

• In order to curb Cash Transaction, restriction has

been as under.

No person shall receive an amount of three lakh

rupees or more-
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- in aggregate from a person in a day; or

- in respect of a single transaction; or

- (c) in respect of transactions relating to one

event or occasion from a person

• 100% Penalty has been proposed for cash

transaction made in excess Rs 3,00,000/-.

Political Funding

The provisions of section 13A to provide for

additional conditions for availing the benefit of the

said section which are as under:

• No donations of Rs.2000/- or more is received

otherwise than by an account payee cheque

drawn on a bank or account payee bank draft or

use of electronic clearing system through a bank

account or through electoral bonds,

• Political party is required to file its return of income

under section 139(4B) of the Act.

• The political parties shall not be required to furnish

the name and address of the donors who

contribute by way of electoral bond.

Increase in Threshold Limit

Increasing the threshold limit for maintenance of

books of accounts in case of Individuals and Hindu

undivided family (Sec 44AA):

• Increase monetary limits of income and total sales

or turn over or gross receipts, etc specified in said

clauses for maintenance of books of accounts

from one lakh twenty thousand rupees to two lakh

fifty thousand rupees and from ten lakh rupees to

twenty-five lakh rupees, respectively in the case

of Individuals and Hindu undivided family carrying

on business or profession.

Increase in limit of turnover for audit u/s 44AB:

• Limit is increased from INR 1 Crore to INR 2 Crore.

Carbon Credit

• Carbon credits is an incentive given to an

industrial undertaking for reduction of the emission

of GHGs (Green House gases), including carbon

dioxide which is done through several ways such

as by switching over to wind and solar energy,

forest regeneration, installation of energy-efficient

machinery, landfill methane capture, etc.

• Where the total income of the assessee includes

any income from transfer of carbon credit, such

income shall be taxable at the concessional rate

of ten per cent (Currently 30%) ( plus applicable

surcharge and cess) on the gross amount of such

income u/s 115BBG.

• No expenditure or allowance in respect of such

income shall be allowed under the Act.

Trust & Institution

Clarity of Procedure in respect of change or

modifications of object and filing of return of

income in case of entities exempt under sections

11 and 12:

• Where a trust or an institution has been granted

registration under section 12AA or has obtained

registration at any time under section 12A and,

subsequently, it has adopted or undertaken

modifications of the objects which do not conform

to the conditions of registration, it shall be required

to obtain fresh registration by making an

application. (Currently no explicit provision in the

act which mandates such fresh registration)

The person in receipt of the income chargeable to

income-tax shall furnish the return of income within

the time allowed under section 139 of the Act

Income Declaration Scheme

Rationalization of provisions of the Income

Declaration Scheme, 2016 and consequential

amendment to section 153A and 153C:

• Where tangible evidence(s) are found during a

search or seizure operation (including 132A

cases) and the same is represented in the form

of undisclosed investment in any asset, it is

proposed that section 153A relating to search

assessments be amended to provide that notice

under the said section can be issued for an

assessment year or years beyond the sixth

assessment year already provided upto the tenth

assessment year if-

(i) the Assessing Officer has in his possession

books of accounts or other documents or

evidence which reveal that the income which

has escaped assessment amounts to or is

likely to amount to fifty lakh rupees or more
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in one year or in aggregate in the relevant

four assessment years(falling beyond

the sixth year)

(ii) such income escaping assessment is

represented in the form of asset;

(iii) the income escaping assessment or part

thereof relates to such year or years.

NPS Subscriber

• Currently payment from National Pension System

(NPS) trust to an employee on closer of his

account or opting out shall be exempt up to 40%

of total amount payable to him.

• Exemption to partial withdrawal not exceeding

25% of the contribution made by an employee in

accordance with the terms and conditions

specified under Pension Fund Regulatory and

Development Authority Act, 2013 and regulations

made there under.

Self-employed individual

Rationalisation of deduction under section 80CCD

for self-employed individual:

• Currently the deduction under section 80CCD (1)

cannot exceed 10% of salary in case of an

employee or 10% of gross total income in case of

other individuals.

• It is proposed that deduction to an employee in

respect of contribution made by his employer is

allowed up to 10% of salary of the employee.

• Thus, in case of an employee, the deduction

allowed under section 80CCD adds up to 20% of

salary whereas in case of other individuals, the

total deduction under section 80CCD is limited to

10% of gross total income.

• It is proposed to amend section 80CCD so as to

increase the upper limit of ten per cent of gross

total income to twenty per cent in case of individual

other than employee.

Income from Other Sources

Widening scope of Income from other sources:

• Section 56(2)(x) is proposed to be introduced so

as to provide that receipt of the sum of money or

the property by any person without consideration

or for inadequate consideration in excess of Rs.

50,000 shall be chargeable to tax in the hands of

the recipient under the head "Income from other

sources"

Penalty on Professionals

Penalty on professionals for furnishing incorrect

information in statutory report or certificate (Sec

271J):

• Penalty of Rs 10,000 has been proposed on the

Accountant, banker, valuer for incorrect

certification / submission of information.

• If the person proves that there was reasonable

cause for the failure referred to in the said section,

then penalty shall not be imposable in respect of

the proposed section 271J.

Other Important Amendments

• Companies can claim the credit of tax paid in

foreign country after settlement of the dispute in

the year in which such income is offered to tax or

assessed to tax in India.

• Professional opting for presumptive taxation

under section 44ADA will be required to be deposit

Advance Tax in one go by 15th March.

• Assessing officer can withhold the refund due

to the assesse under the provisions of sub-

section (1) of section 143 in case AO is of the

opinion that the grant of the refund is likely to

adversely affect the revenue.

• Common Advance Ruling authority for Income

Tax, Central Excise, Customs& Service tax has

been proposed.

“For clause by clause analysis of Budget please refer the Budget Analysis

2017-18 which is uploaded on our website http://bizsolindia.com”
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CUSTOMS

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Changes have been made to the conditions w.r.t.

exemption for import of Telematics infrastructural

equipment under STP 100% EO Scheme, thus

putting to rest the disputes arising out of the

Notification 153/1993 DATE 13/08/1993.

Highlights of the same are as under:

– Import under this exemption is restricted to

Infrastructure Service Provider

– Goods shall be used for purpose of export

of software by the STP Units located in the

premises of the ISP

– Re-export of goods will be now subject to

the permission from Director of the Software

Technology Park in addition to the existing

requirement of permission from Assistant

Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner of

Customs.

– Provision for depreciation on clearance of

goods is introduced in line with provisions of

Notification 52/2003 dt.31.03.2003 as

amended

– The wording Chief Executive has been

replaced with Director of STPI.

– Balance conditions remain more or less

same and are aligned to above changes

[Notification 01/2017 Dated 20th January, 2017].

Non-Tariff:

• Amendments in the notification regarding Land

Customs Station:

– Loksan which was previously included as

Land Customs Station for the purpose of

import of Ginger, Orange and Cardamom is

now excluded, however Nagarkata will

continue to be the allowed as Land Customs

station for this purpose.

– The Rangia - Tamulpurmotorable road from

Darranga to Samdrup -Jhankar (in Bhutan)

in the District of Kamrup in Assam and Road

connecting Bokajuli in Assam to Motanga

Industrial Estate in Bhutan has been

substituted as route for the purpose of import

and export of goods through Land Customs

Station Darranga.

– The following have been added as land

customs station for the purpose of trade with

Bhutan:

- Kamardwisa (Rangapani), in the Baksa

District of Assam vide road connecting

Kamardwisa in India to Nganglam in

Bhutan

- Birpara, in the Alipurduar District of

West Bengal vide Road connecting

Birpara in India to Gomtu in Bhutan

through Dalmore Tea Garden (India)

and Makrapara Tea Garden (India) and

Road connecting Birpara in India to

Pugli in Bhutan through Dalmore Tea

Garden (India) and Lankapara Tea

Garden (India)

[Notification 02/2017 Dated 06th January, 2017].

• Notification has been issued w.r.t. amendments

in Duty Drawback Rates. It shall be in force w.e.f.

15th January, 2017. [Notification No. 03/2017

dated 12th January, 2017].

• Notification has been issued declaring the

President award and Appreciation Certificate to

each of the officers of Department of Revenue,

Central Board of Excise and Customs whose

names are mentioned in Notification No.06/2017

for their Specially Distinguished Record of
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Service. [Notification No. 06/2017 dated 23rd

January, 2017].

• New rules viz India-Japan Comprehensive

Economic Partnership Agreement (Bilateral

Safeguard Measures) Rules, 2017 have been

introduced and they shall be effective from the

date of their publication in the Official Gazette.

These Rules are in accordance with Article 23

"Bilateral Safeguard Measures" of the

Comprehensive Economic Partnership

Agreement between the Republic of India and

Japan [Notification No. 07/2017 dated 24th

January 2017].

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description Tariff value (US $
No. sub-heading/tariff item of goods Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 1511 10 00 Crude Palm Oil 822

2 1511 90 10 RBD Palm Oil 851

3 1511 90 90 Others - Palm Oil 837

4 1511 10 00 Crude Palmolein 859

5 1511 90 20 RBD Palmolein 862

6 1511 90 90 Others - Palmolein 861

7 1507 10 00 Crude Soya bean Oil 879

8 7404 00 22 Brass Scrap (all grades) 3155

9 1207 91 00 Poppy seeds 2579

• Tariff Value of following Imported goods have been further amended as given below:

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value
No. sub-heading/tariff item goods (US $)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 71 or 98 Gold, in any form, in respect of which the benefit of 388 per 10 grams
entries at serial number 321 and 323 of the
Notification No. 12/2012 - Customs dated

17.03.2012 is availed

2 71 or 98 Silver, in any form, in respect of which the benefit of 556 per kilogram
entries at serial number 322 and 324 of the

Notification No. 12/2012-Customs
dated 17.03.2012 is availed

Sr. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value US $

No. sub-heading / tariff item goods (Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 80280 Areca nuts 2613

[Notification No. 08/2017-Cus (NT), dated 31st January, 2017]

• Notifications issued appointing Common

Adjudication Authority for adjudication of specified

cases listed therein. [Notification No. 1/2017-

Customs (N.T./CAA/DRI) dated 13th January,

2017 / Notification No. 2/2017-Customs (N.T./

CAA/DRI) dated 13th January, 2017 /

Notification No. 3/2017-Customs (N.T./CAA/

DRI) dated 13th January, 2017]

Anti-Dumping Duty:

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "'Jute

Products' namely, Jute Yarn / Twine (multiple

folded / cabled and single), Hessian fabric, and

Jute sacking bags" (CH-5307, 5310, 5607 or

6305) originating in, or exported from, Bangladesh

and Nepal and imported into India.
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It shall be in force w.e.f. 05th January 2017 to

04th January 2022 unless revoked superseded

or amended earlier. [Notification No. 01/2017-

Cus (ADD), dated 05th January 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "Colour

coated / pre-painted flat products of alloy or non-

alloy steel" (CH-7210, 7212, 7225 and 7226)

originating in, or exported from, People's Republic

of China, European Union and imported into India.

It shall be in force w.e.f. 11th January, 2017 to

10th July, 2017 unless revoked superseded or

amended earlier. [Notification No. 02/2017 - Cus

(ADD), dated 11th January 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty will continue to be levied for a

further period of 1 year on "Saccharin" (CH-29,

30, 33 and 38) originating in, or exported from,

People's Republic of China and shall be

applicable till date inclusive of 12th January, 2018

unless revoked earlier. [Notification No.

03/2017-Cus (ADD), dated 19th January 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty will continue to be levied on

import of "Nylon Filament Yarn" (CH-54)

originating in, or exported from, People's Republic

of China, Chinese Taipei, Malaysia, Indonesia,

Thailand and People's Republic of Korea and shall

be applicable till date inclusive of 12th January,

2018 unless revoked earlier. [Notification No. 04/

2017-Cus (ADD), dated 19th January 2017].

Safeguards Duty:

• No New Notification

Circular:

• Circular has been issued w.r.t. Extending the

Single Window Interface for Facilitation of Trade

(SWIFT) to interface with Partner Government

Agencies (PGAs) for Exports from 05/1/2017 and

pilot project will be initiated at Chennai, Delhi and

Mumbai Air cargo complexes for CITES / wildlife

items. This project envisages that the importers

and exporters would electronically lodge their

Customs clearance documents at a single point

only with the Customs. The detailed procedure is

laid down in the circular. [Circular No. 01/2017

dated 4th January 2017].

• Circular has been issued w.r.t. amendments in

All Industry Rates of Duty Drawback. It shall be in

force w.e.f. 15th January, 2017. [Circular No. 02/

2017 dated 13th January 2017].

• Circular has been issued for implementing the

relaxation granted by Ministry of Electronics and

Information Technology (MeitY) w.r.t. the import

conditions of Point of Sale (PoS) terminal devices

and cells / batteries fitted in these devices to

promote cashless digital payment ecosystem:

– Import of non-labelled registered PoS

devices shall be allowed if the importer puts

standard logo on each carton at the port

instead of each separate PoS Terminal

device along with the declaration to the

Customs confirming that each terminal

device would be labelled after clearance but

before sale / distribution in the Indian market.

– Relaxation w.r.t. Special permission for

import of batteries and cells coming along

(fitted) with the BIS registered PoS terminals

if the said cells / batteries are either

registered with BIS as per IS 16046 or are

certified as per the International standard IEC

62133: 2012. Spares shall not be allowed

under this relaxation

The relaxations shall be valid till 31.3.17 or till

further orders issued by MeitY. [Circular No.

03/2017 dated 16th January, 2017].

Instructions:
• No new instruction.

CENTRAL EXCISE:

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Effective rate of excise duty of 12.5% has been

prescribed on Motor Vehicles falling under

heading 8702 90 21, 8702 90 22, 8702 90 28

and 8702 90 29 of the First Schedule of the

Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985.

[Notification No.02/2017-CE, dated 11th Jan

2017]

Non-Tariff:

• It has been clarified that no duty shall be
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demanded under section 3 of Central Excise Act,

1944 in respect of Plain (un-modified) Tamarind

Kernel Powder falling under heading 1302 for the

period 19th Jul 2011 to 18th Jul 2016 if the same

has not been levied and collected during the said

period. [Notification No.01/2017-CE (N.T.),

dated 11th Jan 2017]

Circulars:

• No New Notification.

Instructions:

• All show cause issued in relation to Section 28

(11) of the Customs Act, 1962 by DRI, DGDRI,

SIIB, Preventive prior to 06.07.2011 and which

are pending for adjudication to be removed from

Call book. The adjudication of such Show Cause

Notices are to be proceeded in accordance with

law. Field formations are informed accordingly.

Previous Board instructions referring these cases

to the Ld. Solicitor General of India stand

withdrawn. [Instruction No.F.No.276/104 /2016-

CX.8A(Pt.), dated 3rd Jan 2017]

LBT:
• No new notification.

SERVICE TAX
• Exemption has been extended to services

provided to a banking company by a business

facilitator or a business correspondent with

respect to accounts in its rural area branch.

Exemption is withdrawn on services provided to

following person by a person located in non-

taxable territory by way of transportation of goods

by a vessel from a place outside India up to the

customs station of clearance in India.

1. a person located in non-taxable territory,

2. Government, a local authority, a

governmental authority or an individual in

relation to any purpose other than

commerce, industry or any other business

or profession;

3. an entity registered under section 12AA of

the Income tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961) for

the purposes of providing charitable

activities;

[Notification No. 01/2017 ST dated 12th January

2017]

• Certain Service providers are excluded from

definition of Aggregator subject to satisfaction of

prescribed conditions. Aggregator will not include

the person who enables potential customer to

connect with the service provider providing

services of renting of hotels, inns, guest houses,

clubs, campsites or other commercial places

meant for residential or lodging purposes subject

to following conditions,

– Service Provider is having Service Tax

registration certificate and

– Whole consideration is received by the

service provider; no amount is received by

the aggregator either from the service

provider or from the service receiver.

As such, services by Trip Advisor, Expedia will

not be charging service tax on bookings done

through them subject to satisfaction of above

conditions.

Person required to pay Service Tax in case of

Services provided or agreed to be provided by a

person located in non-taxable territory to a person

located in non-taxable territory by way of

transportation of goods by a vessel from a place

outside India up to the customs station of

clearance in India: - Person in India who complies

with the provision of the Customs Act,1962 for

the arrival of vessels, delivery of import of manifest

etc. w.r.t. the goods imported is the one who is

required to pay 100% Service Tax for such

services, i.e. person in-charge of the shipping line

in India. [Notification No. 02/2017 ST dated 12th

January 2017]

• Services provided by person located in non-

taxable territory to a person located in non-taxable

territory by way of transportation of goods by a

vessel from a place outside India up to the

customs station of clearance in India -

As stated above,exemption is withdrawn on

services provided or agreed to be provided to a

person located in non-taxable territory by a person

located in non-taxable territory by way of

transportation of goods by a vessel from a place
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outside India up to the customs station of

clearance in India and the same is covered under

reverse charge.

Person required to pay Service Tax: - Person in

India who complies with the provision of the

Customs Act,1962 for the arrival of vessels,

delivery of import of manifest etc. w.r.t. the goods

imported is the one who is required to pay 100%

Service Tax for such services, i.e. person in-

charge of the shipping line in India.

[Notification No. 03/2017 ST dated 12th January

2017]

• Taxable value of services provided by Tour Operator

Changes have been made to the taxable value of services provided by Tour Operator:

Particulars
Old

Taxable
%

Old Conditions New Conditions
New

Taxable
%

Services by a tour
operator in rela-
tion to-

(i) a tour, only for
the purpose of ar-
ranging or book-
ing accommoda-
tion for any per-
son

10% (i) CENVAT credit on inputs, capital
goods and input services other than
input services of a tour operator, used
for providing the taxable service, has
not been taken under the provisions of
the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004.

(ii) The invoice, bill or challan issued
indicates that it is towards the charges
for such accommodation.

(iii) This exemption shall not apply in
such cases where the invoice, bill or
challan issued by the tour operator, in
relation to a tour, includes only the ser-
vice charges for arranging or booking
accommodation for any person but
does not include the cost of such ac-
commodation.

60% (i) No CENVAT credit on inputs, capi-
tal goods.

Cenvat credit on all input services can
be taken as against previous restric-
tion wherein input credit of only tour
operator services were allowed.

(ii) The bill issued for this purpose in-
dicates that it is inclusive of charges
of accommodation.

I f  transportation charges are
charged, then the bill should also
include the amount towards the
same

( i i )  tours other
than (i) above

30% (i) CENVAT credit on inputs, capital
goods and input services other than
input services of a tour operator, used
for providing the taxable service, has
not been taken under the provisions of
the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004.

(ii) The bill issued for this purpose in-
dicates that it is inclusive of charges
for such a tour and the amount charged
in the bill is the gross amount charged
for such a tour.";

60% As above

[Notification No. 04/2017 ST dated 12th January 2017]

Circular:

• No Circulars

Instructions:

• No Instructions

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

Notifications:
• Export policy of animal by-products has been

amended with changes to the following subject

to the restrictions mentioned in the policy:
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Entries substituted:

Sl.No. Tariff Item HS Code Item Description

38A 05021010 Pig Bristles & Hair

40 05061019, 05061029, Bone and Bone Products, horn and horn products hooves and hoof products
05061039, 05061049, Bile, whether or not dried: Glands and Other products sourced only from
05069019, 05069099, Buffalo used in the preparation of pharmaceutical products, fresh, chilled,
05119999, 05079030, frozen or otherwise provisionally preserved including, Placenta, Sodium
05079050, tauroglycocholate, Bezoar, Goolochan, Gallstone, etc.
05079090, 051000, Other
05100099

41s 05061019, 05061029, Bone and bone products, including Ossein intended to be used for Human
05061039, 05061049, Consumption
05069019, 05069099,
05119999

41A 051199 Dried Silk Worm Pupae

97 2309 Preparations of a kind used in animal feeding

97 23091000 Preparation of a kind used in animal feeding -Dog or Cat food, put up for
retail sale

97 23099020 Concentrates for compound animal feed

156 300210, 30021020, Antisera and other blood fractions and modified immunological products,
156A 30019091, 310100 whether or not obtained by means of biotechnological processes
(156 is Hemoglobin blood globulins and serum globulins
substituted Heparin and its salts Animal or vegetable fertilizers, whether or not mixed
and 156A together or chemically treated; fertilizers produced by the mixing or chemical
is added) treatment of animal or vegetable products

171 35030020 Gelatine, edible grade and not elsewhere specified or included

172 35030030 Glues derived from bones, hides and similar items and fish glues

173 35040010 Peptones; Others

207 96020030 Empty Gelatin capsules not intended for human consumption

Entries added:

92A 16030010 Extracts and Juices of Meat of Buffalo, Goat and Sheep

93B 23011010 Meat meals and pellets (including tankage): Meat and Bone Meal of Buffalo

172A 35030090 Other

173A 35079020 Pancreatin

173B 35079030 Pepsin

173C 35079079 Trypsin, Chymotrypsin, Trypsin-Chymotrypsin Mix

175A 41015020 Whole hides and skins of weight exceeding 16 kg.: Of Buffalo

176A 42050090 Dog Chews

206A 96019030 Other: Worked bone (excluding whale bone) and articles thereof

206A 96019040 Other:

206A 96019090 Worked horn, coral and other animal carving material and articles thereof

206A 96063010 Buttons and Button Blanks

[Notification No. 34/2016 dated 13th January 2017]
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• The minimum price for import of Areca Nuts

(freely) is enhanced from Rs.162/- per kilogram

to Rs.251/- and above per Kilogram. [Notification

No. 35/2016 dated the 17th January 2017]

• Indian Trade Classification (Harmonised System)

of Import Items, 2017 [ITC (HS), 2017] i.e. Import

policy for ITC (HS) 2017 - Schedule 1 has been

notified. [Notification No. 36/2016 dated the 17th

January 2017]

PUBLIC NOTICES:

• The Engineering Table references for the

following SION have been updated: C172, C244,

C248, C270, C271, C272, C472, C473, C1834,

C1835, C1836, C1855, C1856, C1939, C1983,

C1984, C2034, C2035, C2036 & C2037. Further

foot note for C172, C244, C248, C270, C271,

C272, C472, C473 has been amended [Public

Notice No. 53/2016 dated 09th January 2017]

• Procedure for Amendment / modifications of IEC

/ Application for new Authorisation has been

amended and notified to the extent mentioned

hereunder:

Particulars Existing Provision Proposed Provision

Application involving shift in

jurisdictional RA

Application to New RA in whose

jurisdiction the office is shifted

Application to concerned RA in whose

jurisdiction the applicant exists

Procedure • The current RA will transfer the IEC

File to the new RA

• New RA will make the amendment

and allow necessary functions /

benefits on new address

• Current RA will amend IEC and

intimate the new RA

• New RA will allow necessary

functions / benefits on new address

Applications for rejected online

applications

• Will not be processed further

• Applicants seeking IEC will be

required to apply afresh by paying

processing fees of Rs. 500/-

• Applicant shall be able to rectify the

application and no further fees is

required to be paid

Adjustment of fees for new

authorisation / EPCG / Duty

Credit Scrip

Adjustment will be done by RA subject

to:

1. New Authorisation is in lieu of earlier

cancelled Authorisation

2. Payment of Rs. 200 as minimum

application fee

3. Proper linkage with earlier cancelled

Authorisation

Adjustment will be done by RA subject

to:

1. New Authorisation is in lieu of earlier

cancelled Authorisation or the RA has

suggested to file application under

Correct Scheme

2. Payment of Rs.200 as minimum

application fee

3. Proper linkage with earlier cancelled

Authorisation

[Public Notice No. 54/2015-2020 dated 11th January 2017]

TRADE NOTICES:

• No Trade Notice

INCOME TAX

Notification:
• TATA Translational Cancer Research Center is

approved as Research Association subject to

conditions specified in the approval and hence

any payment made to TATA Translational Cancer

Research Center under the aegis of TATA Medical

Center Trust is eligible for deduction under Sec

35 of Income Tax Act, 1961 from AY 2016-17

onwards in the category of "Scientific Research

Association" subject to conditions specified.

[Notification 1/2017 dated 2nd January 2017]
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• A person who has an account maintained with a

banking company or a cooperative bank to which

the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (10 of 1949),

applies and has not quoted his permanent

account number or furnished Form No. 60 at the

time of opening of such account or subsequently,

he shall furnish his permanent account number

or Form No. 60 to the bank or co-operative bank

on or before the 28th day of February, 2017.

The person who has received any document in

which permanent account number is mentioned

or a declaration in Form No.60 has been

furnished, shall ensure that the valid permanent

account number or the fact of furnishing of Form

No.60, is duly mentioned in the records

maintained for the transactions and the

permanent account number or the details of Form

No.60 are linked and mentioned in any information

furnished to the income-tax authority or any other

authority or agency under any provision of the

Act or any rule prescribed therein.

The statement containing the particulars

mentioned in FORM 60 shall be furnished on or

before 15th Jan 2017.

Cash deposits made during the period 1st April

2016 to 9th Nov 2016 for those accounts need to

be reported where cash deposits during the period

09th November, 2016 to 30th December, 2016 are

aggregating -

(i) twelve lakh fifty thousand rupees or more, in

one or more current account of a person; or

(ii) two lakh fifty thousand rupees or more, in

one or more accounts (other than a current

account) of a person.

[Notification 2/2017 dated 6th Jan 2017]

• The Government of Republic of India &The

Government of Republic of Cyprus have entered

into agreement for THE AVOIDANCE OF

DOUBLE TAXATION AND THE PREVENTION

OF FISCAL EVASION WITH RESPECT TO

TAXES ON INCOME and the same shall be

effective from 14th December 2016. [Notification

3/2017 dated 10th Jan 2017]

• Any income received by NCDEX Investor (Client)

Protection Fund Trust, a commodity exchange,

set up by the National Commodity and Derivatives

Exchange Limited, Mumbai, will be exempted for

AY 2013-14 and subsequent assessment years

provided the same are for the purposes specified

under Sec 10 (23EC) of Income Tax Act, 1961.

[Notification 4/2017 dated 18th Jan 2017]

• Specified income mentioned hereunder and

received by Punjab State Electricity Regulatory

Commission will be exempted under section

10(46) for the financial years 2016-17 to 2020-21

subject to satisfaction of specified conditions.

(a) amount received in the form of processing

fee for determination of tariff;

(b) amount received in the form of licence fee;

(c) amount received in the form of petition fee;

and

(d) amount of interest income earned on bank

deposits

[Notification 5/2017 dated 24th Jan 2017]

• Specified income mentioned hereunder and

received by Punjab Building & Other Construction

Workers Welfare Board will be exempted under

section 10(46) for the financial years 2016-17 to

2020-21 subject to satisfaction of specified

conditions.

(a) labourcess collection;

(b) interest income on deposits;

[Notification 6/2017 dated 24th Jan 2017]

Notification – Directorate of Income Tax

(Systems)
• Government has specified the procedure for

registration and submission of statement of

financial transactions (SFT) by reporting persons

specified under section 285BA of Income-tax Act,

1961 read with Rule 114E of Income-tax Rules,

1962. [Notification 13/2016 dated 30 th

December 2016 / Notification 1/2017 dated 17th

January 2017 - Directorate of Income Tax

(Systems)]

• Procedure for Registration and Submission of

Form V for reporting by the Authorised Banks

under PradhanMantriGaribKalyan Deposit

Scheme, 2016 specified. [Notification 14/2016

dated 30th December 2016]
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Circular:

• Government has issued guidelines / clarifications

for deduction of Tax from salaries under Section

192 of the Income Tax Act, 1961 during the

financial year 2016-17. [Circular 1/2017 dated

2nd Jan 2017 and Corrigendum dated 24th

January 2017]

• Following Important Clarifications have been

issued w.r.t. Taxation and Investment Regime for

Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana, 2016:

a. A person can make declaration in respect of

any income in the form of deposit in an

account maintained by the person with a

specified entity which includes banks, post

office. The undisclosed income deposited in

the accounts specified above can be

declared under the Scheme.

b. Only income represented in the form of cash

or deposit in an account maintained with

specified entity can be declared. Scheme is

not available for declaration of an income

which is represented in the form of assets

like jewellery, stock or immovable property.

c. A declaration under the Scheme can be filed

in respect of deposits made in an account

maintained with a specified entity by any

mode such as cash, cheque, RTGS, NEFT,

or any electronic transfer system.

d. Person is eligible to avail this scheme even

if notice is issued under section 142(1) /

143(2) / 148 / 153A / 153C of the Income

Tax Act.

e. A person against whom a search / survey

operation has been initiated is eligible to file

declaration under the Scheme.

f. No credit for advance tax paid, TDS or TCS

shall be allowed under the Scheme.

g. The Scheme shall not apply in relation to any

undisclosed foreign income and asset which

is chargeable to tax under the Black Money

(Undisclosed Foreign Income and Assets)

and Imposition of Tax Act, 2015.

h. Deposits made in bank account prior to

financial year 2016-17 can be declared

under the Scheme since the scheme can be

availed for any assessment year on or before

1st April, 2017.

i. Undisclosed deposits between 01.04.2016

to 15.12.2016 shall also attract tax at the rate

provided in the Taxation Laws (Second

Amendment) Act, 2016.

j. The amount deposited or repaid against an

overdraft account / cash credit account / any

loan account maintained with a bank or any

specified entity is eligible for being declared

under the Scheme.

k. Cash seized during a search and seizure

action cannot be adjusted for making

deposits under the Pradhan Mantri Garib

Kalyan Deposit Scheme but may be allowed

to be adjusted for making payment of tax,

surcharge and penalty under the scheme

[Circular 2/2017 dated 18th Jan 2017]

• Explanatory Notes to the Provisions of the

Finance Act, 2016 have been issued. [Circular

3/2017 dated 20th Jan 2017]

• Operation of Circular 41/2016 dt.21st December,

2016 has been kept on hold at the behest of the

representations made by FPIs, FIIs, VCFs and

other stakeholders w.r.t possibility of multiple

taxation of same income. [Circular 4/2017 dated

20th Jan 2017]

• It has come to the notice of CBDT that Department

has been filing appeals erroneously without merit

involving cases where addition made on account

of revenue Audit Objections is deleted. This is in

contravention of the instructions contained in

Circular 21/2015 and 8/2016. CBDT has directed

that the appeals should not be filed in violation of

the said instructions. [Circular  5/2017  dated

18th Jan 2017]

• Government has issuedGuiding Principles for

determination of Place of Effective Management

(POEM) of a Company. These guidelines are

issued to enable determining the place of effective

management in accordance with the amended

provisions of Section 6(3) of Income Tax Act which

states that a company is said to be resident in

India in any previous year if it is an Indian

company or its place of effective management in
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that year is in India. [Circular 6/2017 dated 24th

Jan 2017]

• Clarifications on implementation of General Anti-

Avoidance Rule have been issued as under:

a) Provisions of General Anti-Avoidance Rule

and Specific Anti Avoidance Provisions can

co-exist

b) If a case of avoidance is sufficiently

addressed by Limitation of Benefits (LOB)

in the Treaty, there shall not be occasion to

invoke GAAR

c) GAAR will not interplay with right of taxpayer

to select or chose method of implementing

a transaction

d) if the jurisdiction of FPI is finalized based on

non-tax commercial considerations and the

main purpose of the arrangement is not to

obtain tax benefit, GAAR will not apply

e) Grandfathering will be available to

compulsorily convertible debentures,

compulsorily convertible preference shares,

foreign currency convertible bonds, global

depository receipts, bonus issuances or split/

consolidation of holdings in respect of

investments made prior to 1st April 2017 in

the hands of same investor

f) Grandfathering will not be applicable to

Lease contracts / loan arrangements as they

do not qualify as investments as per

Accounting Standard

g) GAAR will not apply if an arrangement is held

as permissible by the Authority for Advance

Rulings

h) If at the time of sanctioning an arrangement,

the Court has explicitly and adequately

considered the tax implications, GAAR will

not apply to such an arrangement

i) Admissibility of claim under treaty or

domestic law in different years is not to be

determined through GAAR provisions

j) Proposal to apply GAAR will be vetted first

by the Principal Commissioner of Income

Tax / Commissioner of Income Tax and at

the second stage by an Approving Panel

headed by a judge of High Court. Adequate

procedural safeguards are in place to ensure

that GAAR is invoked in a uniform, fair and

rational manner

k) Assessment of notional income /

disallowance of real expenditure covered in

an arrangement under Section 96 will attract

GAAR provisions

l) No period can be specified as period of time

for which an arrangement exists is only a

relevant factor and not a sufficient factor to

determine whether an arrangement lacks

commercial substance

m) If a particular consequence is applied in the

hands of one of the participants as a result

of GAAR, corresponding adjustment in

hands of other participant will not be made

n) GAAR is w.r.t. an arrangement or part of the

arrangement and limit of Rs.3 crores cannot

be read in respect of a single taxpayer. Tax

benefit enjoyed in an assessment year in

Indian Jurisdiction will be examined

o) If an arrangement has been held to be

permissible in one year by the PCIT / CIT /

Approving Panel and the facts and

circumstances remain the same, GAAR will

not be invoked for that arrangement in a

subsequent year

p) No blanket exemption from penalty

proceedings for 5 years can be granted and

the same will depend on facts and

circumstances of the case

[Circular 7/2017 dated 27th Jan 2017]

MVAT

Notification:
• VAT rate at higher percentage will be applicable

for High Speed Diesel oil delivered in Municipal

Council of Nandurbar during the period 1st

January, 2017 to 31st December, 2019.

Particulars Existing New

Rate Rate

when delivered to a retail trader for trading 21% 24%

when delivered to a person other than the

retail trader 21% 24%

[Notification No. VAT. 1516/ CR-157/ Taxation-

1 dated 30th December 2016]
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Trade Circular:

• Distribution of Provisional Login and Password
for Phase 2 Dealers has been initiated and the
list of these dealers is available on What's New
Section on www.mahavat.gov.in. These dealers
are required to contact their Nodal offices along
with PAN / amendment applications for necessary
corrections in their PAN and wherever corrections
in PAN is required, the GST registration of such
dealers will be in subsequent phases. No GST
enrolment is permitted for cancelled Registrations.
[Trade Circular 2/2017 dated 6th January, 2017]

• Date for e-filing of VAT Audit Report is extended
upto 9 th February, 2017 and the date for
submission of the physical copy of the
acknowledgement and Statement of submission
of Audit Report is extended upto 20th February,
2017. [Trade Circular 3/2017 dated 11 th

January, 2017]

COMPANY LAW
Notifications:

• Chapter XVIII i.e. Provisions of Section 248 to
Section 252 of the Companies Act, 2013 dealing
with Removal of Names of Companies from the
Register of Companies shall come into force w.e.f.
26th December 2016 [Notification No. 4167(E)

dated 26th December 2016]

• Central Government directs that certain provisions
of the Companies Act,2013 shall not apply or shall
apply with such exceptions, modifications and
adaptations as specified to an unlisted public
company (i.e. to specified IFSC Public Company
and to specified IFSC Private Company) which is
licensed to operate from the International
Financial ServicesCentre located in an approved
multi services Special Economic Zone set-up
under the Special EconomicZones Act, 2005 (28
of 2005) read with the Special Economic Zones
Rules, 2006by the Reserve Bank of India or the
Securities and Exchange Board of India orthe
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
of India. [Notification No. G. S. R. 8 & 9 (E) dated
04.01.2017].

Circulars:

• E-form FTE (Application for striking off the name
of companyunder the Fast Track Exit (FTE) Mode)
has been substituted with new e-form STK-2
which is under development and will be deployed
shortly by MCA. [General Circular No.16/2016

dated 26th December 2016].

RBI Updates

• With respect to section 10(4) and 11(1) of the
Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA),
1999 (42 of 1999) on Prohibition on an Indian
Party from making direct investment in countries
identified by the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) as 'Non Co-operative countries and
territories', RBI has decided to prohibit an Indian
Party from making direct investment in an
overseas entity (set up or acquired abroad directly
as JV/ WOS or indirectly as step down subsidiary)
located in the countries identified by the FATF as
non-co-operative countries and territories. [RBI/
2016-17/216 (A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.28)
dated 25th January 2017]

• With regard to clause (b) of sub-section (3) of
Section 6 and Section 47 of the Foreign Exchange
Management Act, 1999 (42 of 1999) on Foreign
Exchange Management (Transfer or issue of
Security by a Person Resident outside India), RBI
has decided to substitute the existing Paragraph
F.4. Infrastructure Company in the Securities
Market.

Infrastructure companies in Securities Markets,
namely, stock exchanges, commodity derivative
exchanges, depositories and clearing
corporations, in compliance with SEBI
Regulations shall fall under 49% automatic FDI
route, instead of the earlier approval
route.[Notification No. FEMA. 383/2017-RB

dated 10th January 2017]

• With respect to clause (b) of sub-section (3) of

Section 6 and Section 47 of the Foreign Exchange

Management Act, 1999 (42 of 1999) on Foreign

Exchange Management (Transfer or Issue of

Security by a Person Resident outside India)

(Fifteenth Amendment) Regulations, 2016, the

RBI has decided to insert 'convertible note'.

Convertible Note means an instrument issued by

a start-up company evidencing receipt of money

initially as debt, which is repayable at the option

of the holder, or which is convertible into such

number of equity shares of such start-up

company, within a period not exceeding five years

from the date of issue of the convertible note, upon

occurrence of specified events as per the other

terms and conditions agreed to and indicated in

the instrument.[Notification No. FEMA. 377/

2016-RB dated 10th January 2017]
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FX Updates

USD/INR ($)

The Indian Rupee traded in a fixed range of 67.70-68.30 levels in the month of January 2017 due to mixed global
cues. The local unit appreciated on the back of increased uncertainty over US President Trump's trade policies.
The US Dollar paused after a long rally on the back of President Trumps' comment on a weaker USD. However,
upbeat economic data from the US could weigh on the Rupee in the coming weeks. Investors are likely to remain
cautious ahead of India's fiscal budget for 2017, which could also hurt the local currency. The Rupee could trade
in the range of 67.50-68.50 levels.

EUR/INR (   )

The EUR/INR, after taking crucial support of 70.70 levels, bounced back due to strong economic data from the
EZ. Better-than-expected German Prelim data supported the demand for the common currency. However, the
ECB kept interest-rates unchanged due to uncertainty about global economic outlook and a weak growth rate.
The US Dollar took pause on the back of profit-booking by traders. Donald Trump's protectionist comments
towards the USD could support the Euro.

GBP/INR (£)

The Sterling fell to 81.80 levels on the back of fears over hard Brexit negotiations by the UK. However, the British
Pound soared against a basket of major currencies after the outcome of the UK Supreme court ruling. But later,
UK PM Theresa May's speech highlighted that a final Brexit deal would be put to vote in parliament. She also
hinted that the UK would pursue the greatest possible access to the EU markets. The GBP was also supported
on the back of upbeat inflation figures and GDP data. The gains in the Pound could be limited ahead of outcome
of the British Parliament on the Brexit bill vote.

JPY/INR (¥)

The JPYtook a pause from its rally on the back of profit-booking by traders. The US Dollar strengthened after US
Fed Chair Janet Yellen said that the central bank could increase interest-ratesat a faster pace. The US Treasury
yields also rose on the back of talks of more tax-cuts and additional monetary stimulus by the new US government.
However, the Yen could rise on the back of demand for safe-haven bids after US President Donald Trump said
the US Dollar was too strong. The Yen could appreciate due to increased uncertainty in global economic
environment over trade polices by the Trump government.

Tenure USD/INR EUR/INR GBP/INR JPY/INR

Current Levels (27/01/2017) 68.18 72.76 85.65 0.5928

1 Week 67.50-68.10 72.30-72.90 85.20-85.90 0.5820-0.5940

2 Weeks 67.80-68.30 71.50-72.10 84.50-85.10 0.5880-0.5970

4 Weeks 68.20-68.80 71.20-72.30 83.20-84.50 0.5950-0.6080

Key Economic Indicators

Date Currency Event Forecast Previous

01-02-2017 GBP Manufacturing PMI - 56.1

01-02-2017 USD ADP Non-Farm Employment Change - 153K

02-02-2017 USD FOMC Statement - -

08-02-2017 INR RBI Interest Rate Decision - -

13-02-2017 INR Inflation Rate 3.37% 3.41%

13-02-2017 JPY Prelim GDP - -

14-02-2017 EUR German Prelim GDP - -

15-02-2017 USD CPI - -

22-02-2017 EUR German Ifo Business Climate - -

23-02-2017 GBP Second Estimate GDP - -

27-02-2017 USD Core Durable Goods Orders - -

28-02-2017 INR GDP Growth Rate 6.6% 7.3%
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CBEC Notified Exchange Rate for Conversion of Foreign Currency w. e. f, 3rd

February, 2017 [Notification No.09/2017-Customs (N.T)

Dated 3nd February, 2017]

SCHEDULE - I

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Australian Dollar 52.50 50.70

2 Bahrain Dinar 185.50 173.10

3 Canadian Dollar 52.70 51.10

4 Danish Kroner 10.00 9.60

5 EURO 74.20 71.70

6 Hong Kong Dollar 8.80 8.60

7 Kuwait Dinar 229.05 214.35

8 New Zealand Dollar 50.25 48.50

9 Norwegian Kroner 8.35 8.05

10 Pound Sterling 87.05 84.20

11 Singapore Dollar 48.60 47.15

12 South African Rand 5.20 4.85

13 Saudi Arabian Riyal 18.60 17.45

14 Swedish Kroner 7.85 7.60

15 Swiss Franc 69.25 67.05

16 UAE Dirham 19.00 17.80

17 US Dollar 68.40 66.70

18 Chinese Yuan 10.00 9.65

19 Qatari Riyal 19.15 18.10

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Japanese Yen 60.95 58.95

2 Kenya Shilling 67.25 62.90

SCHEDULE-II
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No sooner political hurdles were out and consensus

amongst the political party reach in the Rajya Sabha,

122nd Constitutional Amendment Bill,16 states have

immediately ratified 122nd Constitutional Amendment

Bill and thereafter subsequent steps and actions, which

has been taken by the Central Govt. really shows the

seriousness and commitments to implement GST on

the committed day, which can be seen from the

following sequence of events:

• Assent by Hon. President of India

• Constitution (101st) Amendment Act, 2016

(incorporating provisions of 122nd Constitution

amendment Bill) already notified on 8 th

GST:
Implementation and Transitional Issues

By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

Sr. No. Date of Meeting Details

1
st
 Meeting 22

nd
 & 23

rd
 September 2016 Threshold limit, Compounding Scheme & issues of dual control.

2
nd

 Meeting 30
th
 September 2016 Rules for registration, payments, returns, refunds & invoices

3
rd

 Meeting 18
th
 & 19

th
 October 2016 Finalised the compensation formula for states

4
th
 Meeting 3

rd
 & 4

th
 November2016 4 Tier Structure of Tax rates - 5%, 12%, 18% and 28% - additional cess for

luxury and demerit goods - GST Compensation Cess

5
th
 Meeting 2

nd
 & 3

rd
 December 2016 9 Chapters of Model Law have been debated & approved

6
th
 Meeting 11

th
 December 2016 Deliberated upto section 99 of the Model GST Law released in the public

domain on 26 November 2016

7
th
 Meeting 22

nd
 & 23

rd
 December 2016 Approved provisions of Revised Draft Model CGST & SGST Law except

for the provision of dual control for the dealers having turnover less than

Rs. 1.5 Cr.

8
th
 Meeting 2

nd
 & 3

rd
 January 2017 Approved Provisions of Revised Draft Model IGST Law except for the

provision of dual control for the dealers having turnover less than Rs. 1.5

Cr.& applicability of IGST on High Sea Sale Transactions.

9
th 

Meeting 16
th 

January 2017 Deliberation of above pending issues and resolved the issue of dual control

in the ratio of 90:10 for turnover less than 1.5 Crores and 50:50 for turnover

more than 1.5 Crores of State and Central Government. Similarly issue of

taxing of High Sea Sale transaction has been resolved

10
th 

Meeting 18
th 

February 2017 Finalisation of draft Model CGST, SGST & IGST Law and recommendations

to the Central & State Government for putting these laws for approval of

Parliament.

September 2016

• GST Council already notified w.e.f. 12 th

September 2016

• Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 of the Constitution (101st)

Amendment Act, 2016 has come into the force

w.e.f. 16.09.2016

• Draft Rules for registration, invoicing, payment,

refund and Returns put on public domain

• Revised Draft of Model GST Law has been put

on Public Domain incorporating suggestions of

various stake holders in the month of November

2016.
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GST Council is very serious in resolving all the issues

and to implement GST in the nearest future. Meanwhile

bureaucrats' panel (of states and the Centre) is working

on "classification"-a comprehensive, if not exhaustive,

list specifying the tax rate that each good and service

will attractbut in any case.Hon'ble Finance Minister has

already stated that the broad view was that July 1

appears to be more realistic (date for rolling out GST).

Since it is a transactional tax, it can be introduced at

any time of the year.

All State Govt., VAT Officials and CBEC officials have

been imparted training and further training on the

software is expected to complete by 15th February

2017.

As far as infrastructure is concerned, there is a

continuous monitoring from Hon. Finance Minister Arun

Jaitelyand PMO for creating the infrastructure through

GSTN and Infosys. Further, Hon. Minister Nitin Gadkari

have already announced to invest Rs. 4000/- Cr for

revamping the check post for installation of scanners

to avoid the transit delay and checking.

Why "Game Changer"?

• Single Tax with the same provisions as against

Multiple Acts &Compliances and Returns

• Different Valuation basis

• Different Adjudications

• No ambiguity under GST as against prevailing

Service Tax & VAT in case of

- Restaurant Services

- Works Contract

- Right to use of Movable goods

- Software

- IPR

• No ambiguity under GST as against prevailing

Excise & Service tax for

- Drawings and Designs

- Software

- Commissioning & Installation

• Change in Taxable Event in case of

Excise:Taxable Event is Manufacture/ Deemed

Manufacture now will be "SUPPLY"

• Different Valuation Mechanism:Production

Capacity/ Transaction Value/ MRP in Excise and

now same Valuation for CGST & SGST or IGST

• Same Exemptionsfor CGST & SGST or IGST as

against different exemptions in Absolute

&Conditional in VAT and Excise

• No Duty Exemption Zone - Uttaranchal/ Himachal

Pradesh / J&K/ N&E

• Change in definition of services, place of supply,

time of supply and valuation

• One Nation, One Tax.

In the GST regime, there will be no tax on tax or

cascading effect and hence following taxes were part

of the cost of production and cost of services and

thereby there was increase in pricing level, whereas

prices will go down in the GST regime for the following

reasons:

Cascading effect of taxes:

• Tax on Tax

• SAD to Service Provider

• VAT Credit to Service Provider

• VAT Retention for Stock Transfer and less credit

for capital goods

• Cenvat Credit on Input Services to Trader

• Central Sales Tax

• Entry Tax

• Purchase Tax

In view of the above, the prices will come down and

there will be less inflation provided all the stake holders

pass the benefits which will reach to the ultimate

consumer and that will be a real contribution for the

nation building.

Steps to Implement GST by Trade and Industries:

A. Understanding of Business Transactions in the

changed scenario to find out the impact of GST:

B. Classification of the transactions into specified

w.r.t. Goods & Service & Place of provisions.

C. Understanding of Flow Chart for enabling the

change in business strategies with GST

perspective:

i. Organization

ii. Material Movement - Prior manufacturing

iii. Material Movement - During manufacturing

or for other purpose.
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iv. Distribution Pattern - Post manufacturing

D. Understanding functions of each Department at

Macro & Micro level to assess the GST impact on

their transactions and mapping them with existing

Business Model.

E. Understanding of warehousing & logistic model

including depot, branches, stock level thereof for

GST impact and restructuring thereof with the

perspective of GST.

F. Understanding distribution patterns till ultimate

sale to consumer for GST impact and restructuring

thereof.

G. Understanding of suppliers - nature of goods,

place of supply & present contractual terms for

GST impact and restructuring thereof and

benchmark the new rates in GST.

H. Understanding service providers including

contractors & contractual terms and place of

supply for GST impact and restructuring thereof

and benchmark the new rates in GST.

I. Understanding of sales policy including schemes,

discounts, return of goods for GST impact and

restructuring thereof for changing the sales

promotion and marketing strategies.

J. Crafting Business Strategies

i. Analyzing function wise GST leakages &

liabilities form the existing business strategy.

ii. Finalizing new business strategies and

continuous consultation with GST Core

Group of the company (multifunction team).

K. Contract Review

i. Finalizing revised terms & conditions in GST

regime

ii. Finalizing amendment to the present POs

during transition period

iii. Probable reduction in purchase price: A-

Class vendors

L. Transaction Restructuring w.r.t. existing ERP &

proposed ERP with interface through GSTN

M. Developing SOPs in each function of the

Department including GST compliance

i. Finalizing Accounting Control for Tax

Compliance and Tax Management.

ii. Mapping Transactions to ERP System.

N. Preparedness for Transitional Period so as to avail

transitional credit and not to lose any ITC (Cenvat

Credit)

O. Continuous Training at all levels.

i. Senior Level Team for decision making

ii. Middle Management for implementation

iii. Lower Management & Operating Team for

documentation and compliances.

It is advisable to do all activities as mentioned above

then only it can be stated Trade and Industry is also

prepared not only to implement GST but reap the

benefits of GST, which will enhance 1.5% growth of

GDP and contribute to the nation building.

Trade and industry have to prepare for transition from

existing tax regime to GST regime and attempt has

been made to list out important areas to embrace GST

in most desired manner.

DEPARTMENT TRANSITION GST REGIME

Material Inward / Material
Handling / Dispatch
Department / Warehouse

Ensuring proper recording of all receipts upto
appointed day with zero pendency on daily basis
to facilitate proper accounting and stock tacking

Co-ordinate with ERP Team for changes
required w.r.t. recording of receipts / outward
deliveries

Timely recording of receipts and outward
supplies on daily basis
Generation of Tax invoices for outward
supplies and preparation of challans for
temporary removals
Tracking and linking of goods returns w.r.t.
prior appointed day transactions and post
GST Transactions

Supply Chain / Purchase /

Commercial

Revisit the procurement network considering the
taxation impacts
Revisit the warehouses / agents / branches /
depots network for outward supplies and define
a revised network

Ensure compliance with revised contracts

Continuous Review and proper

implementation of vendor rating system

Monitor the functioning of the revised

warehouse / agent network to tackle the
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DEPARTMENT TRANSITION GST REGIME

Sales / Marketing Revisit sales policy including schemes,

discounts, return of goods for GST impact and

restructuring thereof.

Review and monitor the revised sales policy

to tackle the business needs and changes

Finance / Taxation Ensuring Transitional credits are properly taken

Ascertain the taxation impact on inward supplies
/ outward supplies by undertaking transaction
analysis

Ascertain costing impact due to above and
determine revision in prices

Ascertain working capital impact and
requirement of finance for the same

Timely Issue of Forms as per existing VAT / CST
Regime

Define SOPs for retrieving data required for
statutory compliances, all risks of losses and
controls

Define registrations required and obtain
necessary registrations

List down all pending litigations, proceedings
along with status of the same to determine the
impact

Proper analysis of each transaction to ensure

proper accounting and taxation

Work out the eligible credit and determine the

reversals required if any

Determine the tax to be deducted and ensure

compliances thereto

Tracking / monitoring the transitional

transactions

Proper payment of Taxes

Statutory compliances - The vendor rating

process will be in place and hence it is

extremely critical to ensure compliance not

only for statutory purpose but also business

purpose

Accounts Accounting of all invoices upto appointed day

with zero pendency on daily basis

Define revised chart of accounts considering the

GST requirements

Coordination with ERP team to facilitate updation

in ERP

Timely recording on daily basis

Pass accounting entries as per the new
accounting head

Facilitate reconciliation with Tax records w.r.t.
balances of Cenvat / VAT Credit

Facilitate Finance and Taxation team for easy
reporting and reconciliation

Accounts reconciliation and accounting of
authorized adjustments by way of debit /
credit note.

Revisit contracts and contractual terms for
receipts and supplies

Draft revised contracts and PO terms

Introduce Vendor Rating system

Coordinate with stakeholders for the stocks with
vendors / job workers / branches / depots

Define SOPs for material movement

business needs and changes

Track and monitor the compliance of SOPs

Human Resource Revisit HR Policies w.r.t. recovery /

reimbursements

Monitor the revised policies and impact on

GST

ERP Analyse the transactional impact to ERP and
build changes accordingly

Define Data Points for GST Returns and
Reconciliations in line with GSTN

Facilitate system to enable auditing

Track reports and review the transactions
reporting

Continuous automation and upgradation to
meet the change / correction requirement
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Other Specific Issues - Transition:

• Identify Place of businesses and conduct

feasibility for continuity of the same considering

the GST transaction impact

• Recording of in transit transactions including

receipts and removals along with respective

credits / liabilities and Forms against sales /

purchase in transit

• Determine Cut off balances for carry forward /

reversals

• Stocks at various locations and tax impact

considering continuity of registrations / change in

registrations

• Revisit HR Policies and impact under GST

- Awards to employees / Reimbursements to

employees

- Business Assets for personal purpose

- Recovery from employees

- Valuation of Benefits

- Leave Encashment / Medical / Insurance

• Scrips in hand and endorsements required, if any

• Review of contracts with Suppliers / Customers /

Job-workers / Consignment agents / Commission

Agents / Contractors and determine revised terms

• Define Accounting changes and Revised Chart

of accounts

• ERP updates / changes to accommodate the

transitional transactions and transactions in GST

scenario without impacting existing transactions

- Compliance w.r.t. GST Requirements,

Customised Reports required for uploading to

GSTN, Return requirements, Auditing

requirements

• Define GST Implementation and Coordination

Team

• Training of team across the functions of the

company w.r.t. new responsibilities, systems,

processes, ERP changes, controls, reporting

requirements

• Define SOPs for each transaction

Section 163 of CGST and SGST Law (Revised Draft

Model Law) provides

Quote :

163. Anti-profiteering Measure

(1) The Central Government may by law constitute

an Authority, or entrust anexisting Authority

constituted under any law, to examine whether

input taxcredits availed by any registered taxable

person or the reduction in the price onaccount of

any reduction in the tax rate have actually resulted

in acommensurate reduction in the price of the

said goods and/or services supplied by him.

(2) The Authority referred to in sub-section (1) shall

exercise such functions andhave such powers,

including those for imposition of penalty, as may

beprescribed in cases where it finds that the price

being charged has not beenreduced as aforesaid.

Un Quote

In view of the aforesaid provision, it is mandate for

each trade & industry to do the impact assessment

and pass on the benefits to the consumer otherwise

be liable for penalty.
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CUSTOMS
• Grounds for Revocation of CHA License: Even

if the department were able to establish that there

was omission or failure on the part of the assessee

to comply with due diligence requirement, for

some reason, at least in the circumstances of this

case, the revocation of the license which has

almost a permanent effect was not warranted at

all. Another aspect is that the inquiry should not

extend beyond the period of 9 months stipulated

by the CHA Regulations of 2004. [2017-TIOL-72-

HC-DEL-CUS]

• Custom Valuation : All the expenses which are

borne pre-clearance of the imported goods shall

be includible in the assessable value and

administrative charges is nothing but Sales profit

only of the High Sea seller and the same is clearly

includible in the assessable value. [2017-TIOL-

117-CESTAT-MUM]

• Obligation of CESTAT: Assumption by the

CESTAT that the pending Writ petitions of others

can provide adequate redress to the assessee is

an entirely erroneous assumption. CESTAT has

in essence, treated an appellate remedy to be

alternative and discretionary, robbing it of

substantial content. [2017-TIOL-154-HC-DEL-

CUS]

CENTRAL EXCISE
• Scope of definition of Inputs under Cenvat

Credit Rules, 2004: Sheet steam jointings,

machined and unmachined steel castings and

rough HRC castings used for maintenance of

capital goods installed in the factory, the same

can be termed as use in or in relation to

manufacture of the final product. As such, in terms

of the broad definition of input, the disputed goods

shall merit consideration as input for the purpose

of taking Cenvat credit. [2017 (345) E.L.T. 301

(Tri. - Del.)]

• Declaration of wrong value on goods :

Assessee submitting one MRP to department and

affixing different rate on products sold by mainly

to wholesalers/retailers are critical evidence for

duty evasion and differential duty is required to

be recovered from such assessee. [2017 (345)

E.L.T. 250 (Tri. - Del)]

• Mis-declaration of Goods: Samples drawn as

evidence from the consignment other than

consignment imported by the assessee should

not be relevant to be admissible and shall not be

basis to raise duty demand. [2017 (345) E.L.T.

275 (Tri-Chennai)]

• Duty paying documents : Cenvat Credit is legally

admissible to the assessee even when inputs

were purchased from the agent of second stage

dealer and the invoice is issued by the latter, if

such goods are consigned to assessee. [2017

(345) E.L.T. 314 (Tri. - Mumbai)]

SERVICE TAX
• Cenvat on Outward transportation of

Hazardous waste : For running of the business

it is essential to remove the waste arising out of

the manufacturing of MS Ingots from the factory

as per the pollution control norms, thus cenvat is

eligible on outward transportation. [2017 (47)

S.T.R. 245 (Tri.-Chennai)]

• Conditions for Refund Claim : Refund claim has

to be filled within the time prescribed under

Section 11B of Central Excise Act, 1944. Refund

of any amount of Service tax has to satisfy the

provisions of Section 11B. [2017-TIOL-286-

CESTAT-DEL]

• Availment of credit if invoice contains name

of Service provider and Service Recipient with

paid tax amount : Service providers of inputs

can raise demand various names being/bill/debit

note/invoice,etc. Hence, for availment of credit ,
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invoice shall contain name of service provider and

service recipient with tax amount and fact of its

payment. [2017 (47) S.T.R. 249(Tri.-All.)]

• Credit not admissible for Guest House

Services : Amount paid by assessee for the rent

of Guest house is not eligible for credit as it not

integrally connected and contributory to the output

and output services. [2017(47)S.T.R.239 (Tri.-

Chennai)]

VAT
• Powers of Departmental officer : The

consignment cannot be detained for the reason

that return is not filed by the consignee. [2017-

TIOL-40-HC-MAD-VAT]

• Classification by Government: Assessee

cannot claim any benefit beyond the purview of

classification done by the Govt being a policy

decision, even if not based on any intelligible

differentia, and has to be abided by the assesse.

[2017-TIOL-173-HC-MUM-CT]

• Limitation of recovery proceedings :

Proceedings initiated before expiry of limitation

period, cannot be rendered invalid merely for the

reason that the same was not concluded within a

reasonable time period. [2017-TIOL-147-HC-

KERALA-VAT]

INCOME TAX ACT
• Assessment u/s. 148 : Reopening of

assessment u/s 148 is not valid on the ground

which has already been disclosed by the assesse.

[2017-TIOL-42-HC-ALL-IT]

• Income application : The tour expenses and

annual fashion show expenses of a charitable

society registered u/s 12A engaged in the field of

imparting education are treated as application of

income for the purpose of section 11. [2017-TIOL-

17-ITAT-KOL]

• Exercise of Statutory Powers : Coercive

exercise of statutory power by AO for enforcement

of recovery proceedings under law, cannot be

viewed as hardship, when the assessee has

continuously defaulted in payment of demand

resulted out of search proceedings. [2017-TIOL-

39-HC-KAR-IT]
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v GST council inks breakthrough, new tax regime roll-out on July 1

v Registration of assessees with GST Network crosses 28 lakh

v GSTN to set up a call centre to resolve queries on registration of assessees, filing of returns, payment of

taxes, audit and scrutiny, refunds, settlement and input tax credit

v Tax refund to exporters under GST within seven days

v Tax avoidance rules, vizPlace of Effective Management rules to be effective from April, 2017

v Tax anti-avoidance rule GAAR will kick in from April 1, 2017

v CBDT extends tax relief for VC and PE funds investing in start-ups - profits made by SEBI registered

Category I and II Alternate Investment Funds (AIFs) from stake-sales in start-ups will be treated as "capital

gains"

v CBDT collects 88.5% of total tax through e-payment; achieves 99% refund through banker scheme; Set to

roll out Project Insight to promote voluntary compliance

v TDS accounts for 40% of direct tax collections; Total e-returns zoom to 4.34 Crore; 53% returns filed after

office hours; Rs.126 lakh crore refund granted by CBDT;

v CBDT bags silver Award in 'Incremental Innovation' category

v Budget 2017 - 1% Expenditure Tax on transactions above Rs 20K

v Budget 2017 to focus on Reduction in Tax Disputes & Corporate Tax Rate

v Budget 2017 will be the first to classify the government's spending as revenue expenditure and capital

expenditure

v MAT Provisions to be rationalized in Budget 2017 - however no special relief to SEZ is expected

v GDP to grow at 7.1% in current fiscal; Agri sector to grow at over 4%; Manufacturing slows down; Services

sector does well: CSO

v NRIs & PIOs contribute about USD 69 billion to India annually

v IDF-OI to facilitate Philanthropic Contribution by NRIs

v Govt allows NRIs to deposit old notes upto Rs.25,000/- till 30th June, 2017 provided they show them to

Customs and get declaration stamped

v Demonetisation - Revenue has right to tax cash deposits; Out of 3.7 Crore return filers 99 lakh paid no tax

v Auto sales at 16-yr low in Dec and Home Sales to a 6-yr low as note ban takes toll

v CAG estimates that Centre's fiscal deficit in FY16 will be higher than the projected deficit of

Rs.53,146/- crore

v Corporates have 64% of their FX exposure unhedged
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v Sebi / Corp Affairs Ministry might tighten removal of independent director - removal process to be brought

at par with the reappointment process of an independent director which is by way of a special resolution

v Sebi issues norms for derivative contracts on commodities

v SEBI approves Indian Commodity Exchange (ICEX) trading in diamond futures

v FDI hit a high of $43 billion in the April-November period, however a record FDI of $16.4 billion also exited

amid private equity exits and other divestments

v Investments in domestic capital markets through participatory notes (P-Notes) have plunged to 41-month

low of Rs 1.57 lakh crore in December

v Ministry of commerce and industry amends Rules allowing Foreign law and accountancy firms to set up

offices and advise clients from SEZs

v India remains at World No.3 position in steel production for the second consecutive year, behind China and

Japan

v Ministry of Steel plans to do away with imposition of minimum import price (MIP)

v No votes can be sought in name of religion, caste, language and community: Apex Court

v OMCs hike petrol price by Rs 1.29 and Diesel by 97 paise per litre

v Jan DhanYojna witnesses massive growth; Agriculture credit climbs 84% over annual target

v Govt to launch PravasiKaushal Vikas Yojana shortly

v Govt offers Rs.5 discount on online booking of LPG Cylinders

v Railways invite inputs on Environment and Housekeeping Issues

v Service Charge collected by hotels & restaurants is voluntary & it is discretion of consumers not to pay the

same if not happy, clarifies Govt

v SC directs Union of India to work out mechanics to handle complaints against TV and Radio programmes

v Mallya case - SBI led consortium tells SC funds were transferred to kins in violation of court orders

v India launches sunset review investigation of anti-dumping duty on import of Nylon Filament Yarn

v India, Japan join hands to step up energy cooperation

v Mutual funds cheer move to allow celebrity endorsements for their offerings - Association of Mutual Funds

in India (Amfi) to set out the road map

v Airtel payment bank launched; Rs 3000 Crore to be invested

v On-road emission tests for vehicles plying on Indian roads will be mandatory from 2020

v Quake measuring 5.6 on Richter Scale rocks Tripura; Tremors felt all across North-East

v Copenhagen & Amsterdam are world's top two bike-friendly cities

v UK continues to top tally with over 22% for issuing e-tourist visa.
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v Delhi ICD Customs seizes Chinese firecrackers worth Rs 6 Crore

v CBI nabs Rourkela Steel Plant ED in corruption case

v NCB nabs Brazilian & Afghan drug-capsule swallowers at Airport

v ACC okays promotion of Ravindra Kumar Jain as CCIT on ad hoc basis

v TCS CEO N Chandrasekaran appointed as Tata Sons Chairman

v L Steephen, IRS, 2007, goes to Ministry of Commerce as Deputy Secretary
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Bizsolindia provides consultancy in the following areas through
associate companies and professional firms of the Directors

Bizsolindia Services Private Limited Consultancy & Audit in the area of

• Strategic Management Consultancy
• Direct Taxation including Domestic and International Transfer Pricing
• Indirect Taxation(Customs, Central Excise, Service Tax, VAT/ CST, LBT)
• FEMA
• Foreign Trade Policy (Export Promotional Schemes, EPCG, Advance

Authorization, DFIA, Duty Drawback, Brand Rate Fixation)
• EOU / EHTP / STP /BTP
• SEZ
• Project Consultancy (Industrial Parks, Clusters , Agro Economic Zone, Food

Park, etc)
• New Business Set up in India
• Valuation including Business Valuation
• Internal Audit
• Corporate Law & Procedures

BSPL Outsourcing Pvt. Ltd. Knowledge Process Outsourcing in the area of

• Indirect Taxation
• Accounts
• Inventory management
• Fixed Assets Management
• Implementation of Company Law Matters

Bizsolindia IT Services Private Limited Specialized IT consulting and Solutions / modules along with ERP Integration
and following areas

• Specialized Software for EOUs and SEZs
• Expert in Application programming using Java and ERP Connectivity
• Data Migration
• Offers bucket of Add On Products for EXIM related solutions for the
• Complete industry needs
• ERP Consulting / Implementation

Bizsolindia Forex Services Pvt. Ltd. Forex Services dealing with :

• Treasury Audit
• Information Services
• Advisory Services
• Policy Consulting
• Treasury Outsourcing
• Interest Rates Advisory
• Treasury Operations Training
• Banking Advisory Services
• International Syndication

Bizsol HR Services Private Limited Strategic Consultancy in the area of HR & Soft skills Training

Bhagwati Shipping Private Limited Custom House Agent (11/578), Custom Clearance of Export and Import
consignments

A.B. Nawal & Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost Accountant, Cost Audit, Central Excise, Adjudication matters

up to CESTAT, VAT Audit.

Behede Joshi & Associates, Practicing Chartered Accountants, Statutory Audit & Tax Audit, VAT Audit,
Chartered Accountant Transfer Pricing.

R. Venkitachalam, Company Secretary Practicing Company Secretary.

Nawal & Sonaje Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost accountants, Cost Audit

Bizsol Projects & Infrastructure Solutions LLPInfrastructure Consultancy, Project Management Services in respect of Real
Estate solution for Industrial, Residential, Trade & Commerce & Consultancy
related to Finance & Investments

O U R  S E R V I C E S
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